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Abstract

The Idea Journu! is essentially a response log. The goal of the study was to
examine this particular initiative and its support for student learning. In the context of the
Manitoba Language Arts Curriculum,Grade 5 students were given an example of a
particular "text" to Mew. The class had a brief, five minute discussion of the technique
employed by the message-maker and the perceived message. A range of texts was
presented to the students. nie tirne frame of two rnonths allowed for eight different texts:
visual art sarnples, instrumental musical selections, songs, photos, print advertising,
television cornmerciais, film and mathematical representation in the fom of graphs.
During the discussion portion of the class, the teacher used reflective thinking
questions, suggested by David Perkins (1 994). These questions directed the students to i)
look for the story or event, ii) seek symbolism and hidden meaning and to be aware of iii)
mood, iv) personality, v) hiaoricai and cultural context and vi) technical support.

The students then tumed their attention to the creation of their own message. This
portion of the class was approximately ten minutes in duration. They were encouraged to

explore the possibilities that music, an and prose offered for their response to the text.
The anecdotal record noted contributions to class discussions and student comments
about their work.

The approach has k e n effective. The Perkins questions have prformed a crucial
fiction by providing the format. The students have leamed to use a variety of
comprehension strategies to monitor their own thinking The intemalization of the
thinking strategies has resulted in thoughtful responses. Work habits and attitude have
influenced student responses. Most important, however, is the fact that ail students did

engage in effective message-making. Students recognized commonalties and made
connections between the different text forms.
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Chapter 1

Intraduction

1.0 Rationale

The Province of Manitoba has recently produced a new English Language
Arts cumcuiurn aimed at meeting the needs of students who m'il graduate in the 2 1st

centuiy. The new curriculum has added two dimensions to its program: viewing and
representing, expanding the number of language arts to six: listening, speaking,
reading. writing, viewing and representing.
nie Manitoba Grades 5 /O 8 English Languuge Arts: A Foundorionfor
Impiemeniution ( 1998) document suggests that students be given opportunities to

"analyze, evaluate and respond to various kinds of texts" (p. 3). The students are to
respond "personally and criticaliy" to a variety of oral, print and other media texts.
They are to respond by "reflecting, creating, analyzing, synthesizing., and evaluating"
(p. 59). The students are to "lem to comprehend, interpret, analyze, and

communicate with othen" atter "interacting with a variety of text forms and genres"
(p. 149). Students are to work toward developing "clanty and artistry" (p. 27 1). As

well, students are to "corne to know how language preserves and eMc hes culture" (p.
363).
As a classroom teacher, with 23 yean experience, 1 have always used

Ïntegration to fuifil multiple objectives. I have developed themes for my language arts
program such as historicai novei studies and environmental units to meet the goals of

the science and social studies cumbcula.This has sewed to strengthen the -dentsy
I
was conceived with
comprehension in more than one area. The Ideo J o u r ~ study

the same desire, namely, to explore a way to meet the goals of the new language arts
curriculum while enhancing other subject area understandings

The Manitoba Grades 5 io 8 EngflshLanguage Arts: A Foundutionfor
lmplernentation (1 998) document, has prefaced its discussion of outcornes and

strategies with an identification of the text types and the different foms that
representation cm take. The tenn "text" has been redefined to recognize the diverse
types of communication that exist. Messages cm be delivered through a number of
sign systems including oral, print, visual, musical, and mathematical. Media texts

incorporate al1 or sorne of the above. The iist provided in the cumcuium document
includes films, recordings, pichires, artifacts and language experiences (p. 3).
Literacy is now recognized as the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and
communicate messages in a variety of fonns. The document includes this goal for
students, "Effective l iteracy leamers are able to apply a wide range of strategies
flexibly as they constnict meaning and develop creative and critical tbinking skills"

(P. 59).

My study was based on ciassroom experience over an eight week period
which explored the implications of an Idecr Journul for student learning. An idea

joumal serves to track idea generation and personal responses. The students produced
a joumal to track their experiences with the varied types of text. In this study, the
students were encouraged to respond to a particular type of "text" on a weekly basis.

The students were asked to recast the messages that we considered into another sign
system. Their resulting message communicated their response to the text.
1.1 Background for the study

This year my teaching assignent is a combined class of Grade 5 and 6
students in a French Immersion setting. In order to make viewing and representing the
focus of my English Language Arts prograrnming for the 1998-1999 school year, 1

began using an idea joumal with my students.

In this study, the idea journal was essentially a respm log. The students
were Bven oppomuiities to "view" diverse text forms and respond in their idea
journal.
The students were encowaged to experiment with diverse text fonns in their
responses. Their responses could inciude: a drawing or painting of the feelings

evoked by the text under consideration, a poem, a musical composition or a h t t e n
description of their feelings or reaction. This "representing" was intended to reflect

the diversity of text that the students were encountering. The Magitoba Curriculum
Framework ufOutcomes andStanJurds (1 996) offers examples of representing, -

suggesting that "representing enables the students to communkate their ideas visual l y
through a variety of media, including charts, posters, diagrams, xribbles,
photographs, vidco presentations, visual art, drama and mime" (p. 6). My intention,
with the idea journal, was to expand the students' message-making abilities.

My original intention was to make viewing and representing my focus for the
school year. Initially, my reasoning was based on a desire to teach the newly
mandated English Language Arts curriculum. Afier introducing the project in the fint
terni, however, 1 became very interested in the ways that the idea journal, itself, was
supponing student leaming. Students were participating with enthusiasm and 1 felt

that there was a very real pssibility that the idea joumal was succeeding in
developing more than just the students' message-making ability.

I decided that I would like to document and analyze the student idea journals
more closely in order to determine if there were student leaming outcornes linked to
the journals themselves. It was at this point that the focus for Uiis thesis became clear
to me. I had infonnally tracked the student progress of the auturnn terni and was very

pleased with the project fiom the point of view of my original intended goal, that of

allowing for a viewing and representing focus for the year. Now, my focus was to
investigate the idea journal as a means to support snident lemming.
1.2 Overview o f the Project

I wilf provide a brief o v e ~ ~ eofwthe first tenn procedures to serve as a
background for the project as well as to indicate the fint tenn student experiences. I
informed parents about the reasoning for the project at the open house evening in
early September. 1 provided an informational letter (Appendix 1) ai that time. During
the first week of September, the students were given an prints as their text and asked
to respond to them. I suggested that they consider responding by: drawing or using a
visual art technique, music or Song, poetry or drama J explained to them that we
were seeking to share how the '?ext9', in this case art, made us feel.

The prints were chosen fiom the Art Image series. The audents, for the most
pan, chose painting or drawing, as their text of choice, for their responses. Mile this

is mt surprising, since art was the medium of the message, I was pleased to find that
some of the students used poetry. One chiid did paste a photo for his response to the

tira painting.
Later, came the task of evaluating their work. I decided that 1did not want to
actually wrîte in the joumals. 1 felt that if they were to become the personal responses
that 1 was striving to encourage that this would somehow diminish them. However, I
did want to follow their progress. I settled upon a standard rubric (Appendix 2) chat 1

stapled in their books. Riis allowed for the removal of al1 tacher comment and
response at the end of the year. It a h served to remind both parents and students that
the viewing and representing focus was an area to be evaluated.

The rubric is deliberately simple and allows for adaptation to the many fonns
of representation we will consider. There are two elements: clarity of response and

artistry. These elements are intended to underscore the importance of their

meaning-making in their response. Clarity of response is defined as the degree to
which the information provideci will be intelligible to a d e r . Artistiy is defined as
their choice of artistic technique, poetic imagery or rhythm, appropriate melodies or
musical soundscapes. These two terms were suggested by the curriculum document,
General Outcome 4 which States, "Students will iisten, speak, read, write, view and
represent to enhance the clarity and artistzy of commwiication"(p. 27 1). The term
aNstry essential1y measured the appropriateness of the students' choice as well as the

level of success that the student had respecting the conventions of the medium of
expression chosen.

Week two was based on responses to sound effect tapes. Students used
primariiy art and poetxy in their responses. However, 1 noticed that many students
began to incorporate both, enhancing their final product. As well, I was particularly
pleased with the student who came up with an original response. Her response to the
night soundscape was to write a letter home to her mother, as though written on a
camping trip.
Week three was based on responses to poetry. Students responded to a variety
of illustrated poems that I reaâ aloud as our starting point. Once again, progress was
evident. The humourous nature of several of the school poems led to a number of
cartooning responses. As well, poetry begot poetry in response. The watercolour
illustrations of the bird selections resulted in watercolour responses too. One young
girl, who was quickly becoming identified as an innovator, once again chose an

unusuai approach. She brought in a CD of the soundtrack for the Titanic as her
respnse to the bird poetry. Her explanation for her choice was thw it "sounded like
the jmem." Another child's respnse was to incorporate watercolour witb cutout

illustrations and cutout words.

The first theme for the month of October was print advertising. We used the
magazine "Scope," a Scholastic Books publication, as our source. This magazine was
pariicularly effective because it is written for a young audience. Students respnded
very well to the pnnt advertising texts. Our class discussion focused upon the
not-so-subtle promise of beauty associated with the blemish products. The students
were quick to point out the unrealistically gorgeous skin qwility of the feanired teens

despite the association with problem skin. This led to a role play response that a
group of girls acted out for us. Their focus was the artificiality of the ad. It also led to

a discussion of male-female rotes. Both of the ads targeted young females. As well,
we discussed "Barbie", the doll, and the influence of her hourglass tigure on a

generation of females.

After the print advertising, we turned our attention to television cornmerciais.

We watched a Staples commercial that suggested that "Back to School" was only
viewed as fun &y parents, poked fun at adults in general and suggested tbat the loss of

a11 o f their school supplies was terrifie. Our conclusion was that the Company was
targeting a chiid's dislike of school to encourage them to shop at their store! We then
looked at a commercial for fat-fiee hot dogs that used a game show format. Again, it
appeared that the commercial was deliberately taiking down to children. They

weren't impressed. We also discussed sexual stereotyping with the Eaton's
commercial that had "You've corne a long way baby" as its theme. It involved a jany
tune, colour contrast and sensuous movement on the part of the female character.
Everything was white except for the people and ultimately the Eaton's store symbol.

Leaving her "man" chained to the stove as she heads off in a business suit, the
obvious message is that 'limes have changed."

This white colour scheme was observed in two othet commetcials as well.
Both the Philadelphia Cream Cheese commercial and the Eggo waflles commercial

used the same technique to highlight their product. The commercial for cream cheese
used the angelic image with the mstated but implied "out of this worfd taste while
the wame was in a totally white kitchen where the toast was used to prop up a
wobbly table.
Students continued to respond primarily through art but this time the response
ofien had a parody of the advertising lingo included as well. One boy replaced the
Skittles "Taste the rainbow" with "Taste the money" in his journal entry.
Photographs were our focus in November. We began with hvo very effective
posters produced by Canada Post as pan of their Heritage Series, that relied upon.
actual photos to evoke the appropriate sentiments for Remembrance Day. One was an
empty beach with b a k d wire, an abandoned tank and a discarded helmet. The

second was an open drawer that had various pieces of memorabilia ananged within.

Our discussion enhanced the subsequent preparations for the Rernembrance Day
assembly.

The next photo was from the National archives. The students effectively read
the text using the visual dues. It is a photo of a family grouped in front of a railway

station. It is apparent from the ill-fining clothes that they are not wealthy. Almost
hidden in the background is a sign advertising the cost of a full meal as 25 cents. Our
discussion concentrated upon what the depression may have meant in real terms to

the people who livd thtough it. For some of the students, this resulted in response
reflecting their feeling of good fortune to live with al1 of our cornforts and supports.

The final photo was actually a part of a Health lesson. It was the fim time that we
used the idea journal outside of the Lanpge Arts tirne dot. The Second Step

Program (1992) is an anger management program that relies upon picture c d as
stimulus for discussion. The students reacted in k i r ideajoumals fint and then we
proceedeû to the whole group discussion. The comrnon element in the student

responses was the use of role-play. This response was not surprking since that is the
technique favoured by the Second Step a p p m h and the prognun is used from
Grades 1-6 in our school.
Decemkr's focus was film techniques. For this theme, 1 was again able to

make direct cmicular links.Our first film, Lü montagne noire, was a film that we
viewed for our French unit. By viewuig it, for the first time, as an idea journal
experience, we focused upon the techniques used by the film maker, with the story as
of secondary importance. Our second film was Glorious und Free, a Heritage Canada
production sent out to the schools in 1997. The unifjing feature of the film was aa

original Song and musical score. Using video clips and ail1 photos, ernploying the
flag as a recurring symbol, the message was extremely effective. A direct contrat
was provided by Choose, a production of the Provincial Police Service

whose

production date was 1989. The message was clear. It is an anti-dnig film but the
techniques ernployed were definitely low-budget. The original song and music had
lost its appeal due to the passage of time as had the video game format. Finally, we
viewed two selections fom the Herilage Minules series. One was the tribute to

teachers and the second was the rgment on the Vikings. In tems of technique, the
students were impressed by the surreal technique of ghosting images used in the
Viking presentation.
It was during the month of December, that I began to regard the project as

king suited for systematic analysis and discussion. My focus was to investigate the
idea journal as a means to support student leaming. 1 wanted to test this teaching

method and decided to explore the possibility of a smictured project to fùlfiIl the
requirements for a Master's thesis.

Chapter 2

Rwiew of the Literature
A tiamework for this study requires a dual focus: text must be defined and

joumaling defended as a technique. 1 consider the arts to be representative of the
broadened tenn "text" that the students Ml1 be asked to consider. The term "text" has
k e n redefined to recognize the diverse types of text that exist. Messages cm be
delivered through a number of sign systems incl uding o d , print, visual, musical, and
mathematical. Media texts incorporate al1 or some of the above. The list provided in
the document includes films, recorctings, pictures, artifacts and language experiences
(p. 3). Therefore, 1 wiil first turn to the literature that supports the unique

contribution the arts make to the development of thinking skills and learning.

Next, 1 will tum to literature that supports the use of journals in enhancing
student learning. Here, the journal will be presented as a vehicle to attain the General
Outcorne 1 as presented in the Grades 5 to 8 English Language Arts cumculum
( 1998), that "Students

will listen, speak, read, write, view, and represent to explore

thoughts, ideas, fselings, and experiences"(p. 3). What is referred to as "exploratory
lanyage" in this curn*culumdocument describes classroom interaction that leads to

the evaluation and analysis of different kinds of texts. The suggestion is that students
be encouraged to "clarify their thinking through drawing, mapping, sketching,
role-playing, and writing" (p. 3). Jomals will be used to track this process, for the

purpose of this study. Literature in support of this teaching method will be
considered.
2.0 Tbe Role of Am in Educrition
1 firmly believe that the arts perfonn a crucial role in education. There are a

number of well respected contemporary theorists who espouse this belief With
reference to the work of Elliot Eisner, Maxine Greene and Emest Boyer, 1 wish to

explore the pariicular contributionsthat the arts offer to providing a well-rounded
education for the students that we encounter.
Elliot Eisner defines leamhg as deriving meanhg fiom experience. ui a
presentation at the Cubberley Coderence held at Stanford University in May 1%9,
Eisner, ( 197 1 ) identified the ideal as poviding "an educational program that
prepare students to derive m&ng fkom experience through the diverse windows that
the various arts and sciences provide" (p. 167). However, he notes that there is a

secondary type of learning that educators need to consider. He refen to it as the
"cultivation of idiosyncrasy" and defines it as "providing students with the
opportunity to attend deeply and extensively to the pursuit of their own aesthetic and
intellectual interests" (p. 167). It is important to note the words 'deeply and
extensively'. For lest one consider that Eisner is advocating the development of
general inquiry skills and proposing a problem solving cumcular focus, he was quick
to state that generalized process development would not attend to the specific
characteristics and demands of the particular medium of expression.
Eisner was a speaker at the January 1987 Getty Foundation Conference. His
presentation discussed the "magic" of what art can do for leamers. This presentation
effectively sumrnanzes his take on the definition of leaming seen through the lens of
the ans. He pointed to the potentialities of the human mind to see the subtle and the

complex cognitive skills that are called upon when the imagination is called into

play. He pinted to how the forms of literacy are expanded when one's ability to
represent meaning is expanded, referred to as ''srtist~cliteracy." He explained that
our ability to represent meaning requires an understanding of niles and syntax
appropriate for each t e a fom. He spoke of how artistic literacy allows us to
experience and to "know what we cannot articulate" (1 987).

Eisner's more c m t work continues to develop this theme. In an article for
Phi Delta Kappen, pubiished in April 1992, entitled "The Miswderstood Role of the

AN in Human Development", he discusses what he refers to as widely held beliefs
about the min4 knowledge and intelligence. Essentially, he contrasts the scientific
view of leaming and intelligence with the oppomuiities for learning and growth
piovided by the arts.
The first commonly held belief is that "Human conceptual diinking requires
the use of language" (Eisner, 1992, p. 592) by which he means worâs. He refutes this

c laim with reference to the thinking that we can observe in a chiId's purposeful .
actions before he lems to speak. His second point of deparnue from the stereotypical
view of learning is his contention that "Contrary to popular opinion, in the begiming
there was the image" (p. 592). As he explains, a symbol requires what he calls a
referent. Language is a symbol system and as such requires referents. He contends
that they are experiences possessing qualities, real or imagined. He suggests that
recogrtizing the information contained in the image is a cognitive event.
The second misconception that Eisner addresses is that 'Sensory experience is

low on the hierarchy of intellectual functioning" (p. 592). He describes the subtle
distinctions made when one considen the arts as perceptual leaming and accords
them an essential place in leaming. As he describes the cornmonplace use of
examples in instruction, he points to the role of perception as king paramount. He
suggests that:

Since no teacher has direct access to a child's min4 it is the child's ability to
see the connections between the example the teacher uses, what the child

already hows, and what the teacher hops he or she ~ i lunderstand
l
that

makes the example instrumental to new meaning. In short, understanding

depends on the child's ability to diidc by analogy and to grasp, oAen through

metaphor, what needs to be understood. (pp. 592-593)
The third misconception that Eisner addresses is that "Intelligence requires
the use of logic" (p. 593). Hen, he begins by achowledging that there are certain
fields of endeavor that require logical consistency such as those involving
mathematics and science. However, he cautions that to regard logic as necessary for
intelligence wili effectively "banish fiom the domain of intelligence those foms of

representation whose meanings are not conveyed by and do not depend upon the use
of logic" (p. 593). As he continues with this caution, he suggests that we consider-that
artists do their thinking within the medium in which they work. He suggests that we
separate rational ity from logicality.

He next takes issue with the idea that "Detachment and distance are necessary
for tme undentanding" (p. 593). He acknowledges that emotions can negatively
&ct one's perceptions if emotions are allowed to nin rampant. But he cautions

against ignoring their essential function. The example that he provides is that of a
hwnan relationship. Relationships are predicated upon emotion. He notes that

detachment and distance cm be usefùl, but he cautions that "any conception that
assigns them dominion in cognition misconceives the ways in which undentanding is

fostered" (p. 593).
The final stereotype with which Eisner tekes issue is the belief that
" Scientific method is the only legitimate way to genemlize about the world (p.593).

Eisner agrees that the need to generalize is fuodemental. He takes issue with the
suggestion that art is about particulars and does not Iend itself to generalizations As

he argues, 'bGeneralizationsare not oniy scientific and naturajistic; they also emerge

fiom those intense foms of expenence that we d l the arts" (p. 593). Hem7he makes

specific reference to the role of fiction in the communication of important
generalizations about human nature.
The second half of this particular papa is also important for the analysis that
it offers. It is here that Eisner points to the essential character of Iearning engendered
by the arts and points to the role that tbey play in finthering the goals of education.
He begins by pointing out that the arts demonstrate that solutions to problems may

take many forms. He cautions that with the goal onented curricula of today,
standardized performances may result He reminds us of the importance of creating
opportunities to think in unique ways by investigating the multiple perspectives .
offered by the arts.
He speaks about the importance of recognizing the mamage of form and
content that the arts provides. As he explains, it is necessary to push for the
deepening of perception rather than seeking to simply categonze experiences.
Eisner next makes the argument for the more appropriate conditions of
teaching and leaming for the prepanition of today's students for real life situations.
Once again, he contrasts the scientific philosophy of education that operates, as he

puts it, within a "technoiogy of management*'style. As he describes it, the main
ingredients are objectives, a rational plan and work IObe evaluated as the goal. In
contrast, he offen the arts as acknowledging the possibility of chance, the importance
of unanticipated oppottunities and as teaching the need for insight and purposefui
flexibility. As he so eioquently remarks, " purposehl flexibility is a mark of fluid
intelligence coping with the vicissitudes of the unpredicmble" (p. 595).
Eisner concludes this discussion with the declaration that the arts make wo
important contributions to leaming, expression and discovery. The arts express

meaning and discowy occurs when rmdmts leam to respond. He tells us
specifically,that "as chilâren leam to manipulate, manage and monitor the nuances

of voice, movement, and visuai f o n , they àiscover the effects that their own

fine-tuning achieves" (p. 595).
In an even more recent article, published on the ArtsEdNet website, entitled,
"Why Art in Education and Why Art Education (1998)". Eisner develops this iast

suggestion more fully. He further suggests that exercising judgment is necessary for
both the creation of art and in its appreciation. He suggests tbat "school progms that

inadvertently teach children there is a correct answer to each important problem they
encounter, mis-teach children in serious ways" (p. 3). He also âiscusses the aesthetic
dimension of art as the cultivation of our senses. Playing with words, Eisner suggests
that anesthetic dulis the mind while the aesthetic chcteristics of art establish the
connections between the mind and the senses (p. 4). A synthesis statement is his
comment on language. "The limits of language are not the limits of our
consciousness" (p. 5). The recent change as evidenced in the expanded notion of
'Yext" seems to respond to Eisner's comment. There is a recognition that text need

not be word based.
Emest Boyer, President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching, shared the podium with Elliot Eisner at the Getty Founâation Conference
of January, 1987. It is obvious that they share simiiar philosophies. Both are

dedicated towatd undersconng the important contribution that the arts make to
Iearning and intelligence. Boyer's analysis compliments the essential argument that
Eisner presents. Boyer spoke of how the quality of a culture can be measured by its

range of symbol systems.He pointed to the arts as a means of extending the syrnboi
systems of our culture. He cautioned that the arts are not enrichment, rather they are
the language that allows us to hear acutely, fccl seasitively and see clearly. He

claimed that the arts are a universal language. He saw the arts as inspiration for

creati0n.k is interesting to note that both Eisner and Boyer taik about language at
times, as meaning words and at otber times, as meaning so much more.
Boyer (1995) punues these general themes in more depth in his chapter,
called "The Educated Person," in Towards o Coherent Curriculum, a ASCD

Yearbook publication. He addresses the age-old question of what should schools be
teaching. His answer is many-faceted but he accords an essential place to the
aesthetic dimensions of leaming. He speaks of the dangers inherent in ignoring tbe
important role of the arts in learning. "It is tragic that for most children the universal
language of the arts is suppressed, then destroyed, in the early years of learning, .

because traditional teaching does not favour self-expression and school boards
consider an a frill" (p. 20). He acknowledges the fact that the role of art in the
development of critical thinking skills is becoming widely recognized.

In Boyer's article ( 1996)entitled "Art as Language: Its Place in the Schools,
he makes the case for aesthetic literacy, claiming it to be as basic as linguistic

literacy. His definition for aesthetic literacy rests upon the belief that music, dance
and the visual arts are languages. He makes a strong statement regardhg the power of

the arts when he refen to the actions of dictators. As he puts it,
dictaton recognize the power of nonverbal symbols in shaping attitudes and
values. Tyrants who seek to connol the hearts and minds of men censor not

only speech but music, dance and the visual arts. Hitler destroyed books,
controlled speech, and outlawed the arts that did not fit his twisted view.
Stalin exileci Russia's splendid p e t s and suppressed new fonns of art. (p. 2 )

He concludes that we must embrace the arts in order to have the languages necessary

to make meaning in oui increasingly cornplex world.
The third voice in the discussion of the importance of the arts in education is
that of Maxine Greene.She addressed the 34th Annual Conferrace of the ASCD,

March 3-7,1979. In "A View of Curriculum:the Personal, the Social, the Cognitive,"
she ciefines the role of education as cteating meaning in expience. She speaks of

helping students to 'be present to the world and to themselves.' She too, like Boyer,
refers to aesthetic literacy. Her message is to provide children with the means to
break fiom aadition, we mut allow them new standpoints on experience. She named
this breaking from tradition, caling it "reflective learning."She sttessed the need for
the aesthetic encounten to be intensely personal. She too, cautioned educators not to

setile for mastery of cornpetence and adMsed them to seek instead cognitive

adventures. She concluded

the hope that wholeness be restored to our world,

This has implications for what 1 was trying to encourage with my students. By
offering a wide range of choices to the children, 1 hoped that they would ny new

responses, that they would risk-take.
Greene's 1990 article, ''Arts Education in the Hurnanities: Toward a Breaking
of the Boundaries," continues her discussion of the type of leaming that the arts offer.
She explains that what she envisions is '?heprovision ofopponunities for people to
go in search of their o m imagery, to work with shapes and colour relationships, to
try to transfigure their own cornmonplaces into something never xen on eanh

before"(p. 150). 1 hoped to help my students to seek out their "own imagery" in
offering different examples of texts and responses. She refen to "exploratory

cct.learning9'as the process whereby the tacher numins an infonned awareness in
her students, teaching them to really see the world. She suggests that this be done if

we,as teachen make metaphors visible and provoke ow students to attentiveness.
This was a major consideration for my study.

With Releesing the Imagination (1995),Greene misits and develops the
description of the unique opportunities for learmhg that the ans offer. She describes
the ideal classrwm as one "most provocative of thoughtfùlness anâ criticai

coasciousness"(p. 23) where teachen and leamen conduct a collaborative search.
She uses the word 'imagination' to encompass the aesthetic role of the arts, 90

awaken, to disclose the ordinarily unseen, unheard, and unexpected (p. 28). Like
Eisner and Boyer, Greene calls for giving oui students oppdties

to "tap the full

nuige of human intelligence and that as part of our pedagogy, we enable thmi to have

a number of languages to h d and not verbal or mathematical languages alone"
(p. 57).

In a recent article published by Phi Delta Kappan, ianuary 1997, entitled,

"Metaphors and Multiples: Representation, the AN,and History," Greene describes

her teaching approach that effectively mirron the philosophy that she espows. She
refen to the class that she taught for teachers-to-be that dealt with the history of

public education. AcknowIedgtng her belief that "the syrnbol systems we associate
with the several arts ought to included in anempts to make meaning" (p. 388) she

used literary works, pintings and other art foms Ui conjunction with the more
standard works. in describing what she believes that she accomplished with this

approach, one is given an appropriate concluding quote for this section on the
contributions to learning that the arts can provide:

In the process of our inquiries, we have found our perspectives opening, as
imagination is released and onedirnensional explanations give way to a
notion of multiple realities. We have discovered a aew energy in posing
questions in the light of lived situations and fiom ariicuiated vantage points.
At once, we have discovered and rediscovered the pleasures that come from
nflective encounters with works of art. Class dialogues have been enriched,
and unexpected possibilities for research have emerged. (p. 388)

2.1 Jouraaling

Having established that the arts have an important role to play in enhancing
the learning of students, the next focus will be to justify the choice of joumaling as
the appropriate means to encourage reflection and response. Here, the simplest
response is to point to the reflective nature of the experience of keeping a journal or
response log. The literature that most closely responds to what I am striving to

accomplish aiso deals with the notion o f creativity and intelligence.
The General Outcome 2 fiom the Grades 5 to 8 English Language Arts (1998)

curriculum document suggests that "Students will listen, speak, read, write, view,-and
represent to comprehend and respond personally and critically to oral, literary, and
media texts (p. 59). It is recognized that "cornprehension is a complex and dynamic
process of constnicting meam'ng that must be learned and practised in meaningfùl
literacy contexts" and that "Students benefit from explicit strategy instruction and
practise in using a wide vanety of texts" (p. 59). Joumals might be used in a number
of ways to aîtain this outcorne.

Vera John-Steiner's Notebooks o/rhe Mind: ExpIorations of Thinking ( 198S),
explored the mental strategies employed by famous visual artists, musicians,
scientists, choreographers as were evidenced in their notehks, diaries or
sketchbooks. She noted the differing focuses of the creative individuals and indicates
the kinesthetic, musical, verbal and spatial features of their notes. Her thesis supports
the belief held by Howard Gardner (1 993) in the existence of multiple intelligences.

Gardner identifies eight types of intelligence: linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial,
musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpemnal, intrapemnal and most recently,
natwalistic. Gardner's expnded list of intelligences was very helpful in analyzing the
contributions of the students in both the discussion and joumaling portions of the
study.

John-Steiner indicated that the notebooks were used 70explore and deveiop

as well as abandon ideas dunng a major ptoject" (p. 162). She mentioned that for
Danvin in particuiar, the r e c h n g image was of nature as a branching tree (p. 88).
For some, music was the starting point and for others, it was the spatial logic of
movements. Refemng to the notes, sketchbooks and journals that she had consulted,
she concluded that they indicated that "a diversity of representational modes exists

just as their are a diversity of expressive means by which thinken convey their
discoveries to others" (p.2 12).
John-Steiner ( 1985) is working to answer the question Whor is creative
thoughi? and points to

+

as a defining element. This, she defined as the

"pulling together of ideas, images, disarrayed facts and fragments of experience,
which have previously been apprehended by them as separated in time and space, into

an integrated work" ( p. 77). The self-reflection displayed in the personal documents
that she studied, demonstrated the process clearly. For painten, images were the
means; for writers, words; and for the mathematicians and scientists, recunent

patterns were in evidence (p. 198). She stated that the "task of translating inner
speech into effective language is the tas&of communication" (p. 1 14). Since her
studies have led her to conclude that creative individuals journal in different ways,
employing graphic, musical or verbal languages, it lends credence to the belief that
education must respond to the multiple ways of knowing and reflect this diversity in
the teaching process.
Using John-Steiner's theory that creative individuals explore ideas in a
variety of ways as a staning point, teachen can encourage experimentation with
different modes of expression by presenting ideas in a variety of ways and
encouraging reflection and even imitation of the same. Since a uniljing link shared
by the individuals that JobSteiner studied was the existence of notebooks, journals

or dianes, encouraging the use of a journal in which the students reflect upon
different ideas or texts, should encourage creative thinking skills.
Creative thinking skills are identified by David N. Perkins (1994), as what he

calls reflective thinking. In his book, The Intelligent Eye:Lecmiing to Think by
Looking ar Art ( 1994). Perkins suggests that art can be used to develop thnking

ski11s. Though Perkins focused on visual art in his text, the possibilities for extension
and application to a wider rage of "texts" is apparent. It is interesthg to note that

Perkins' background is not exclusively focused on the arts. He received his Ph.D. in
matbernatics and artificial intelligence from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1970 and was a founding member of Project Zero at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. Though this project was originally concemed with the
psychology and philosophy of education in the arts, it now has cognitive development
and skills as its focus. Furthemore. this research is aimed at understanding creativity,

problern soiving and reasoning in the arts, sciences and daily Iife (p. 95).
It is Perkin's contention that "in order to think better, people need to develop

general cornmitments and strategies toward @Mng thinking more time and thinking in
more broad and adventurous, clear and organized ways" (p. 4). He makes a
distinction between what he refen to as "experiential intelligence" used to reach
quick, reasonable conclusions and "reflective intelligence'' whose role is to opetate as

a control for the experiential intelligence. Experiential intelligence is the pnor
experiences that cause us to arrive at automatic and spontaneous readons and
responses. Reflective intelligence is the management of ow thinking. As Perkins
indicateâ, %y cultivating awareness of our own thinking, asking ounelves good
questions, piding ourselves with saategies, we steer our experiential intelligence in
fniitfiil directions" (p. 15).

Perkins (1994) developed this idea m e r by distinguishing between what he
refeis to as the W h solution venus the 10% solution. Here, the intuitive reasoning
that he called expenential was judged as efficient and sufficient for 90% of the time.
It is useful to be able to make quick sense of the world around us. However, he
identified the remaining 10% of the time as time where a quick fix is not ideal. He
clarified this position by indicating that the weakness of the expen'ential thinking
patterns is the likelihood that nuances and creative solutions may be missed. Art is an

area where subtly and cornplexity are cornmonplace. This was the focus of his
strategy. As mentioned earlier, he identitied four strategies or dispositions that
contribute to the deveiopment of reflective intelligence. These are taking time to
think, be broad and adventurous in looking, be clear and deep looking, and be
organized (p. 34).
Perkins' ( 1 994) theory also deals with the transfer of leaming. He was quick
to note that it is not automatic that transfer of learning take place. He maintained that
"we wil l get transfer when we teach for transfer" (p. 87). Together with a col league,

GaMiel Salomon, he prepared a mode1 for ensuring transfer of leaming. Abundant
and diverse practice coupled with reflective awareness of principles and deliberate

mindful connection making were the key ingredients (p. 87).
Perkins ( 1994) provided concrete examples in support of the approach that he
proposes. This is particularly helpfiil in that it provides a fiamework that was
appropriate in rny study to enhance the student refiections. He suggested thet three to

five minutes at least be set aside for the "looking" initially (p. 4 1 ) and then proposed
a number of possible questions that will lead ta reflection. He suggested asking the
viewer i) to look for the event or story, ii) to uncover any surprises, iii) identiq mood
or penonality, iv) seek symbolism or uncover hiddm meaning, v) look for histoncal
or cultural connections and technical supports (p. 52). As he noted, the list is not

rneant to be exhaustive, radKr it provides a -ng

point. He callad the questions

"nudges" given to experiential intelligence by reflective intelligence (p. 87).
As was noted at the beginning of the discussion of David Perkins work,

though his focus was developing thinking skills using the visual arts as the impmis,
his approach is equally suitable for the variety of text formats suggested by our new
language arts focus on viewing and representing. I proposed to investigate the effect
of these questions as a fiamework for exploration of student leaming within the idea
journal. The texts provided by music, poetry, photographs, advertising and film can
al1 be treated to reflective analysis in the manner outlined above.

Les Parsons' ( 1990) book, Response JournaIs. complements the format for
reflection proposed by Perkins. Parsons' work outlines a journal f m a t where
students reflect upon what they have been "reading, doing, and talking about and then
reflect on how and why they respond as they do" (p. 3). Like Perkins, Panons uses
questions to encourage reflection. He asks hem to look for the element of surprise,
consider feelings and identifi characten and issues. My goal of enhancing student
leaming with the Idea Journal format was rninored in Parsons' claim that: "The
process of recording their responses to a wide range of media experiences will help
students, fim, to codifi them and, latei, facilitate analysis and understanding" (p. 24).
In a later book, Erpandlng Response Joumuh in al1 Subject Areas, Parsons (1994)
commented upon the journal format, clearly linking the process to the cognitive ski11s

proposed by Perkins. Defining the purpose of the response journal, Parsons daims
that they represent "a technique ta ensure that higher-level thinhg processes are
regularly addressed and thet leaming is routinely pmonalized, deepened, and

extendeâ"(p. 13). Aithough our format and purposes are similar, I differ fiom

Parsons in that my goal is to encourage a multiplicity of responses not to focus on
language as the means.

A third source that offered support for the jounialing approach was Gillian

Robinson's Skerch-booh: Explore and Store (1996). This text is put of a series
entitled An and Designfor Learning, which is a d e s of books which aims to

provide a number of individuab involved with teaching with a platform fiom which
to write about working with children and the thinking which lies behind their work
(p. 5). This text diffen fiom the fini two in that it represents a handbook for

instruction with many concrete examples of children's work and the ciassrmm uses
for sketch-books in general. The focus of her work is the use of sketch-books.For
Robinson (p. 7), sketch-books can have many different and varied exteriors but shpe
a common interior. She says that they npresent a world of imagination, persona1

reff ections, visual memories, resource book of ideas both developing and polished.
However, children are fke to explore whatever interests them. This is quite different

to the method that 1 employed for the idea journal project since I provided the text
and required the students to respond to it. However, we do share cornmon goals.

Robinson judges student responses as personal, and clarity of the message is
the focus d e r than a "right answef7( p. 3 1 ). Furthemore, what she refers to as
"sketch-book behaviour" ciosely approximates what I hoped to engender with the

niea journal exploration. Robinson concludes:
It is my belief that sketch-book behaviour can inforrn a child's attitude to the

whole leaming process. It reinforces a child's natural curiosity and propensity
for discovery and exploration of ideas; the ideas of other people an4 more
especially, his or her own, whilst enhancing alf-esteem and setting the child
within a context and tradition, the sketch-book also offers them autonomy of

thought and is ultimately a refiection of the child's confidence and
independence. (p. 29)

The encouragement of selfdirected exploration and the enhancement of

self-esteem are goals that both of our approaches s b . As was the case with David
Perkins' analysis of leaming using v i s d art as the stimulus,Gillian Robinson's free
exploration can be adapted to offer support for the idea journal's frre mponses to
supplied texts. It is her contention that involvement with sketch-books will "foster an
attitude to leaming which is creative and process-oriented and encourages hem fiom
an early age to Function as researchen"(p. 95).
2.2 Literacy rad the Arts

Literacy rrnd the Arts@ the lnI egrated C l a s m m :Alternat N e Wiys of

-

Knowing (1994) by Nancy Lee Cecil and Phyllis Lauritzen is another sourcebook for

teachen who wish to explore the possibilities offered by the deliberate integration of
the arts into language art instruction. The authon acknowledged that their approach is
grounded in cognitive psychology, narning Howard Gardner and his theory of

multiple intelligences as their starting point (p. xiii). It is their contention that
'Ihrough the blending and flowing across different communication systems, children

will actually genenite new meanings and expand existing ones as they struggle to
express themselves through a variety of media" (p. xiv).
i found that the Cecil and Lawitzen's definition of the arts was much less

fonnal than the concept of the ans presented in the earlier-mentioned studies. This
was a closer approximation of the terni "texts" that the viewing and representing

mandate of the new curriculum has proposed. Tbe Manitoba Grades 5 to 8 English
Language Arts: A Foudation for ImpIementat ion ( 1998) document includes films,

tecordings, pictuns, artifacts and language experiences (p. 3). Cecil and Lauritzen
included needlework, carpentry, jewelry, folktales and mmls. Like these authors, 1

decided to explore a wide range of messages or texts with my d e n t s .

Christine H.Leland and Jerome C. Harste (1994) presented a new tenn that
provided a usefùl mechanism for the subsequent analysis of student leaming. Their
article, "Multiple Ways of Knowing: Curriculum in a New Key (1994)". discussed
6'transrnediation,"defined by the authors as a process of movement between and
among sign systems. They explained that when one takes something that one knows
verbally and recasts it as art, that in essence what has occuned is the development of
a new perspective. They claimed that this process "encourages reflection and
supports lemers in making new connections" (p. 340). This is precisely what 1
hoped to encourage. 1 asked the students to considet recasting the messages that we
considered into another sign system. Their resulting message communicated their
perspective.
An argument in support of the viewing and representing focus of the new

Language Arts cumculum was effectively presented by James Flood and Diane Lapp
in a recent article entitled: "Broadening Conceptulizations of Literacy: The Visual

and Communicative Arts(1997). I found their discussion to be particularly helpful in
presenting the new approach to parents. It was their contention that "in order to be
Merate, learnen need to be able to orchestrate a variety of sign systems to create texts
appropriate to the contexts in which they find themselves" (p. 339). Our society wiil
require a facility with multiple means of communication fiom its graduates in the
2 I st century in order to respond to the anticipted technologicaj advances.

There was a secondary message in the Flood and Lapp article with

implications for my project. It is the conclusion, "Opportunities for displays of
knowledge in multiple media applaud diverse talents and thereby motivate leamers to
see themselves as learnen and even as e x p u in some areas, while also encowaging

them to try barder in areas in which they may have a particular reluctance,such as
writing or drawing" [Flood and Lapp, p. 344). This describes the process of

encouraging selfmotivation. The possibility for risk-taking and increased confidence
that cornes fiom king part of a new initiative is another atm ihat I considered as a

by-prctàuct of the idea journal experience.
The link between the role of the arts in education and the development of

thinking skills is the fundamental focus for this study. The newly mandated
curriculum that now includes viewing and repnsenting sections needs a practical

vehicle to facilitate integration in classrmm practice. This study suggests that
joumaling, coupled with a h e w o r k of thinking questions, will facilitate student

leaming.

Chapter 3

The Study
3.0 Metbod

This was a qualitative study. The research methodology relied upon careflll
observation, record keeping and interviews. The intention was to explore the
educational implications of the Idea Journal for student leaming. Using the student
journals as the primary source of data, the analysis was supported by anecdotal
records of the classroom interaction. The anecdotal records included information on
the contributions of the participant students to the classroom discussion as well as
infomat ion about their choices and purposes gleaned h m informal questionhg as
the students are working. Parents were inte~~ewed
at the conclusion of the study.

The intention in including the parent inteMew, was to find out if there were any
carry-over activities outside of the classroom.
The narrative data was used to investigate the effect of the Idea Journal upon

mident progress in the area of viewing and representing. The small sample
investigated aliowed for tentative conclusions and opened the way for funher
research and study.
3.1 Sampk Sektion

The sample was composed of the ten Grade 5 students in my combined Grade
5 & 6 class. This sample included the entire Grade 5 group. 1 noted the students'

classroom contributions in a systematic anecdotal record and 1 analyzeâ their idea
jounials for evidence of growth and development, for the eight week pend of the
project, March 1st to April30th, 1999.

I sent permission letten to al1 of the Cirede 5 students and their parents (refer
to Appendix 3). The selection of only Grade 5's was to be able to focus on a group

whose maturity level and age are similar. As well, the students in Grade 6 were fêced
with the provincial testing that may have affccted their participation.

The ten students were al1 working at grade level. ûne student who had a
December birihday, was twelve years old for the p e n d of the study, six of the others
had celebrated their eleventh birthday, three were still ten years old. There was an
equal nurnber of males and femdes They al1 had very supportive, interested parents

as is evidenced by the fact that ail parents tumed out for Student-Led conferences.
The students had traveled extensively and h d vmkd experiences to draw
upon and share in class discussions. In this calendar year alone, all of the students
with the exception of one, had made at lest one trip out of the province. Tbree of
these trips were for skiing holidays and three of the trips were to Florida. One of the
students had flown six times to vaiious destinations.

nie upper middle class environment was reflected in other ways, as well. Al1
of the students were involved in lessons after schwl. Two children only participated
in mcer; two children had soccer and one other activity, narnely, jazz dancing or
hockey. One child had football and a special math school for his extrac~cular

activities. Three children had three different lessons, swimming, ringette and soccer
for one; soccer, hockey and diving for another; and ringette, soccer and piano for the
third. The last three students had five, six and eight activities respectively. The child
with five lessons had soccet, ballet, musical theatre, tennis and piano. The student

with six lessons mentioned art, piano, golf, swimming, skiing and badminton. The

child who had eight extra-cumcularcommitments explained the wealth of lessons by
mentioning that they klonged to a private club. He listed badminton, curling,
swimrning, tennis, golf. soccer, hockey and squash.
€ive of the students had only one sibling; three students had two siblings; two
students had k e e .

Parents' occupations reflected a range of upper middle class positions. There
were two doctors, a nurse, an Air Force General, two lawyers, a stock broker, an
accountant, a professor, a librarian, a President and a Vice-President of their
respective cornpank, two government executives, a rare book shopkeeper and an
artist. One mother had recently lefl her job at a buil<, one mother was a stayat- home
morn and another mother worked part tirne at the xhool.
Four of the students had a cottage at the Me, two of the ctiildren said that
they had two family cottages. Four of the nidents did no?have c a g e s . Two of the

four without cottages had moved to Manitoba ftorn the East.

Four of the students had been at our school since the nursery program, four
since Grade 1 and two had one and two years respectively.

Two of the -dents,

Peter and Danny (al1 names have been changed), had

difficulty with completion of work and had been encouraged to develop their answen

more fùlly on both of the report cards issued for this school year. Two othen, George
and Steven, had missed more frequently than their classrnates due to illness.

George, Steven and Samuel were participants in the schwl enrichment
program for Mathematics. George, Joan and Peter were classroom representatives to

the Regional Chess Challenge. Peter placed second and went on to the Provincial
finals where he placed fourth. The five girls were al1 rnernben of the school
enrichment program for Language Arts. The girls were particularly skilled in both
reading and writing. The criteria for selection in the school entichent prognuns is
high standing on the standardized testing for the subject wea under consideration.

All of the students were school patrols with the exception of Peter, Danny and
Samuel. Joan, Susan, Karen, George and Mary were all cast members for the spring

musical. To be chosen for the musical means that they had successfùlly auditioned
and demonstrated musical experience or talent.

It was indicated in a letter to parents that the project, begun in Septemk of
1998, would be continuing for the entire cless. Student materials selected for

inclusion in the study would aot ideatify the student by name. The evaluation of the
participant students would continue to be identical with that of their classrnates.
There would be no penalty if a student chose not to participate. T&epurpose for the
parent intewiew was explained and the time fiame indicated.

The six parents who volunteered for the study were thanked for volunteering
and the process of random selection o f two parents for the interview was explained.
3.2 Tbe Researcb Process

The fonnat for the use of the idea journal within the subject of Languap A r t s
was developed as a result of the expenence in the autumn tem. Students were given

an example of a particular "text" to view. The Manitoba G d e s 5 ro 8 Englsh
h g u u g e Ans: A Founda~ionjÔrIniplentation (1 998) document, has prefaced its

discussion of outcornes and strategies with a redefinition "ext." Messages cm be

delivered through a number of sign systems including oral, print, visual, musical, and
mathematical. Media texts incorporate al1 or some of the above. The list provided in
the c u r r i c u udocument includes films, recordings, pictwes, ariifacts and Ianguage
experiences (p.3). For the purpose of the study, eight types of text were selected.
Students respnded to visual art samples, inmumentai musical selections, songs,
photos, pnnt advertising, television commercials, film and finally mathematical
representation in the form of graphs (see Appendix 4 for list). Three different
examples of the text under consideration were used to c o n s t i ~ ae sample. The time
h

e of two months allowed for eight different text samples to be used to stimulate

responses for the shident idea journais.
The class had a brief. five minute discussion of the technique employed by the

message-maker and the perceived message.Questions such as those suggested by

David Perkins (1994). to encourage reflective thinking' served as guidelines for the
discussion. The students were directed to i) look for the story or event,
ii) seek symbolism, iii) uncover surprises or hidden meaning, iv) identiQ the mood,
v) look for personality, vi) make historical or cultutal connections, and vii) identiS,

technical supports. The students then fumed their attention to the creation of their
own message, their pesonal response ta the provided text This portion of the class
was approximately ten minutes in duration. Students were then pennitted to take

their journals home to enhance hem or continue their meaning-making.

The anecdotal record was created immediately aAer the discussion prtioh of
the class. While the snidents worked in their idea joumals, the contributions of the
sample students as well as details descnibing the class discussion were noted. Photos

were used to document the student work. As well, photos of the stimulus were also
incl uded. The video and audio selections were referenced.
The parent interview was delikerately open-ended. A time limit of one hour
was imposed. The questions were presented to the parent at the beginning of the
interview. They were asked to speak generally about their child's prticiption in the
Idea Journal project. Next, they were asked to dexribe any extension, if any, that the
project may have had into their home life. Finally, they were asked for their
impressions of t heir child's cornfort level with the viewing and representing focus of
the new Language Arts cumculum.

The i n t e ~ ~ etook
w place in the school library at a convenient time. One
interview was held afler school and another during a lunch hour. The library is a
comforiable location that allowed-for a relaxed atmosphen, conducive to a private
discussion. Refieshments were serveci to enhance the session, The inteMew w9s
audio-tapi and asmcribed.

3.3 Data Aaalysis
The &ta consists of the students' idea j o d s , anecdotal records of students'
contributions to related classroom discussions and their wmments while working on

their responses. The writien record of the final parent inteMew provided additional
data. Cornmon themes were identified and analyzed. 1 looked to find ways that the

idea journal supported student leamhg by ana1yu'ngthe actual journal entries with
the filter provided by David Perkins'(l994) woik with thinking skills. Student

leaming was analyzed with reference to Perkins' thinking questions.
Perkins (1994) suggested asking the viewers a number of questions to lead
them to reflection. 1 used his suggested questions as the starting point for our
discussions. Students were encouraged to look at the presented text, seek the event or
story, look to uncover any surprises, identif) m d or personality, seek symbolism
and umiover hidden meaning. As well, the historical and cultural context was

considered and the technical supports identified. Content of discussions and student
reflections was evaluated with these criteria as a starting point. Progms was viewed
as a fùnction of a student's faciiity in respnding to these questions.
Student idea joumals were also analyzed for indications of risk-taking
behaviour. By this, I mean evidence of experimentation with a variety of styles of

message-making, responses that were unwÿil or different fiom the majority of
mponses, changes in the amount or type of participation in the class discussion @or
to beginning the personal respome as well as an increased ability to verbaiize the

thinking that undemores the response.
3.4 Limitations of the Stidy

The fact that 1 have a combined class of Grade 5 and Grade 6 stuclents

definitely intluenced the sample selaion. The decision to limit the study to the
Grade 5 midents rather than include a mixed sarnpling was to avoid the possibility of

bias in results that failed to allow for differences related to maturation and skill

developmental differences Furthemore, the demands made upon the Grade 6 portion
of the class due to provincial testing also had to be considered as creating another

possibility of bias.
The result of limiting die focus to the Grade 5 students in this mixed class,

however, left a mal! number of potential parîicipants. Ultimately, this did not prove
to be a problem since all of the possible ten students did opt to participate.

The students involved in the project must be considered in the context of their
community since the life experiences and the knowledge that they bnng to their idea
joumals certainly irnpacted upon the sophistication of their responses. The
community has show itself to be very supportive of school initiatives and has show
itself to be very interested in their children's progress. The upper middle class
environment has allowed for many outside experiences that served to broaden their
responses. This supportive environment must be taken into account if one views the
results of this study seeking possible applications to other situations.
The fact that 1 had been using the ldea Journal since the start of the school
year was advantageous. The students were already accustomed to the approach. This
allowed for the observation of student participation and response that was unaffected
by the "newness" of the experience. The tubric used first term was used again to help

provide continuity. The framework of questions structured the study differently fiom
the initial project and allowed for systematic analysis.

The tiny sample sîze could not be wntrolled for gender. The focus of the

study was student learnhg. The asswnption was that the students will perform in
similar ways.
It is recognized that conclusions drawn fioma small qualitative study such as
this one are specific to the group that it &scribes. It is my klief that the idea journal

has pioven to be a viable tool in encowaging mident leaming widiin the viewing and

representing focus of the language arts curriculum and beyond.

Chapter 4

The Eight Weeks

-

4.0 Week 1 Art Prints

Our first Iesson was prefaced with the introduction of the questions panemed

upon the thinking questions proposed by David N. Perkins (1994). I explained to the

class that this next eight-week session with the idea joumals was going to include a
discussion or consideration of the elements of story or event, surprise, mood or
personality, symbolisrn and hidden meaning. These key words were displayed on the
blackboard on a poster created for that purpose.
We then considered the first print, by Andre Derain, called Fisherrnen's Boats

(Figure 1). Students were accustomed to including the title as well as the date for
their entries so I wrote the title on the board. Our discussion began, however, with
what the students actually saw in the piece. Students overwhelmingly agreed that the
boats in the artwork were definitely sailboats not fishemen's bats. They judged the
mood to be carefree and happy. Joan spoke for the class when she stated that she did

not see fishennen, rather that she saw sailboats. 1 wanted them to delve deeper, so I
drew their attention to the silhouetted figures in the foreground of the picture and

refocused their attention on the title. They conceded tbat perhaps the tigures in the
foreground were the fishermen and that perhaps the small boats in front of them were
the fishermen's boats that the title referred to. (Note: When we later refened to the
guide that accompanies the Art Image series, we realized that the b a t s were indeed
fishemen's boats, typical o f the Meditenanean village where they were pinted. This
did not detract fiom my purpose. Rather than seeing the interpretation as wrong, 1

suggested that it was an attempt to respond to what we saw in the images.)
1 then covered the top of the pnht and asked for k i r impressions of colour

and mood based upon what remained visible. They suggested that the mood was

somber. When we focused upon the upper portion of the @nt, the contrast was

evident. George shared the howleâge that the time of &y was Iikely moming due to
the pink clouds. mers suggested that the pinter may have wanted to suggest happy
mood with the use of pink for the clouds. We then wnsidered movement. The seated

silhouetted figures were immobile in contrast to the activity on the beach before
them.
1 did not want to plant suggestions for representation but I was wanting to

focus their attention upon expanding their responses. I rnentioned that reading text
was the first step in communicating with the creator of the message. I referred toit as

a conversation that they were entenng into. As 1suggested, they needed to try and

undentand the message and then respond to what they had understood. I cautioned
them that ignoring the message and simply responding to their first impression would
be akin to king rude and not liaening to someone in a conversation. I suggested that

they tv out their messages upon a classrnate by asking them what they understood
fiom their chosen message format. In retrospect this m e d out to be the most

diflicult tbing to engender. It may be related to their age and rnaturity but the students
were very resistant to altering their responses. They were very happy to tell about

their response but seemed disinclined to check out its effectiveness as a message.
As the students worked to create their responses, sailboats predominated.

George was involved in drawing a sailboat when I stopped to ask him about his
message making. He told me of how he sails on Lake Winnipeg. When I asked him
about his interpretation of the pnnt and pinted out that we wouldn't see his personal

experience if he didn't find a way to communicate it. He said that he would add that

to his àrawing, indicating that it would be neat if he wote in the white portion of the
sail. Unfomuuitely, he did not add any additional information and handed in the
drawing as it was. Samuel refemd to his experience with sailboat races and Susan

mentioned how it made her think of sailing upon Lake of the Woods (Figure 2).
Steven chose to draw a sailboat for his response. Samuel incorporated the new

vocabulary but did not respond with a text of his own. He tried to identiQ story,
event, m d and symbolism. 1 mentioned to him that he needed to chaose a text

format for his response.

Three poems were produced. Mary's poem (Figure 3) referred to Florida
because that was where she associated "lots of bats" and she refened to the mood as
happy and suggested that the bright colours were evidence. Cathy also refened to the
m d as happy and stated that the coloun were responsible for the creation of the
/

mood. She d

e reference to a Hawaiian vacation in her poem.Karen chose to focus

upon the fisherman. She did not use the sailboat image but nither chose a fish as a

symbol. Karen's response was directly linked to the original artwork. Her poem was
cal led The Fisherman.
So happy is the fishemn coming home fiom sea,
With a twinkle in his eye,
There never was a happier guy.

He has a boatload o f fish.
Money is his wish,

When he sells his fish,
Happy is the fisherman coming home.

Joan chose to produce a skit where three characters discussed what they saw
in the art print. Pencil sketches that focused upon fish with dangerous looking teeth,

resembling sharks wete the choices of Damy and Peter. Danny did acknowledge that
his reason for foeusing upon the fishemen was that they appeafed to be lodu'ng at

something in the print. Peter offered no explanation for his choice of image.

Realizing that the closest that most of the students had corne to actually
incorporating the David N. Perkins questions was the reference to mood as was
evidenced by c a s d references to bright happy coloun, 1 h e w that 1 had to
encourage their incorporation more effectively.
The second class, therefore, started out with nfocusing our attention upon the
key words that reprsented the refleçtive questions. We then considered the artwork,

called the Port of Montreal, by Adrien Hebert (Figure 4). 1suggested that 1 wanted
their consideration of the key words to be evident in their responses.
The initial response coloured the classrmm contributions and discussion.'

Cathy said that she saw the Titanic in the image. She had a lot of support fiom her
classrnates. We then paused to discuss the difference in scale, the industrial nature of
the port end the fact that this ship was aniving. Too, we considered the lack of
portholes as indicating the likelihood that this was a fieighter and not a passenger
ship. However, the thought had been planted and it proved very difficult to move
beyond it. The influence of popular culture media images was to surface on more

than one occasion during the study.
We did focus upon the use of colour to communicate mood. I deliberately

contrasted the murky greens with the vibrant colours of the previous &y. Susan
mentioned pollution as accounting for the colours. She went on to draw a picture of
downtown Winnipeg and suggested that the link was pollution, in her image fiom
cars and in the artist's work fiom boats. Karen drew a watertiont scene and suggested
tbat it made her think of "an old bon'ng t o m " Cathy was unyielding over her Titanic

reference, ârawing the Titanic sinking. Shejustified her choice by suggesting that it
was big like the Titanic and that the dull colours made it sad and that the Titanic was

sad. Peter and Danny used pencil sketches. Danny focused upon an iceberg and ship,
clearly more closely related to the Titanic than the art print. Peter drew a detailed

pictwe labeled "Polotion is bad" showing a large fkighter with a huge hole tom out
of the bow by a giant fish.(Note: Student nsponses have been mproduced verbatim,
here and throughout the thesis, without conecting the spelling or grammatical erroa.)

Joan responded to the colours (Figure 5). She chose watercolour to imitate the
coloun of the print. She justified her choice by refemng to the colour of the bottom
of the ocean as similar to the dark, green smoky port. Mary also used watercolour to
paint what she refmed to as people watching bats on a gray day (Figure 6). Steven
and George chose to paint too but neither added any written explanation. Samuel

chose an interesting response. He drew a map of eastem Canada with a line heading
from Europe, signifiing the joumey that this ship may have made.
The third print (Figure 7 ) was an Emily Carr print called bdian War Canoe.

Once again, the discussion revolved around the goal of message making. I again
introduced the analogy to a conversation and pinted to the Perkins' questions as a

means to decode the initial message. The discussion of the print touched upon the
recognition that the markings on the canoe were West Coast style. The students
recognized the Haida style associated with their totems. The word dugout was
explained and contrasted to the birchbark came of the eastem woodlands. We
considered the composition of the painting with the canoe placed in the foreground,
Carr's use of colours and the images that were visible in the distance.

Karen's response focused upon the colours use4 she wnted a rainbow. Susan
also chose to paint her response, painting an abandoned boat from ber Idce and
writingto explain the comection she had made. Danny's pcncil sketch had a written

link once again. His sketch of three figures in a canoe was accompied with the
words "This is ptobbly what they looked like in the wu." Peter was absent for this
lesson. Steven drew a boat with no accompanying text. George also used a pencil

drawing to cornmunicate his perspective. He added aboriginal images on the boat,

placed two figures and an animal figure in the boat and entitfed it, "People Fishing."
Two of the responses referred to Pocahontas, those of Cathy and Mary. Like the

Titanic reference, the effect of popular culture was in evidence with this association.
Samuel drew a war canoe with a setting sun in the background. This time he did not
include any of the new vocabdary. Joan again used a cassette to present her respnse.
Here she created a "rap" nsponse describing what she saw in the print.
When 1 marked the week's responses, 1 used the section of the rubric, called

clarity of message, to indicate the need for recognizable links to the work under
consideration. For the responses where no link was visible or no link had been
provided, 1 chose to give out "2" which indicates that the response is unclear, and
dificult to read. As well, 1 added a note to a number of the evaluation sheets
advising them to look for the link to the questions. Men I handed them back, I
reviewed the expectations as being a participant in a type of dialogue. I shared orally,
some examples of what constituted a link to the work under consideration. For

example, 1 noted that some students had identified the key elements such as mood or

story since their responses communicated that aspect. However, I suggested that
annotating their response would ensure that they would be credited by me for the

thinking that was underlying their response.

-

4.1 Week 2 Song

This week's text of choice was songs. I deliberately chose sangs by Manitoba
artists who 1thought would appeal to the age group, whose lyrics had a story to tell

(Figure 8). 1prefaced the first class with the desire to see consideration of the
Perkins' questions in their work. 1challenged them to delve deeper, to move past a
quick response, to "reaâ"the text and seek the artist's meaning. 1asked that they try

to create a related texnÿil response. 1 refemd back to the previous week's discussion
of the Titanic and indicated that the response was acceptable as long as the

justification was provided and the appropriate vocabulary employed. I aiso refend to
the second component of the scoring rubric, namely the artistic technique of choice. 1

suggested that a pncil sketch was an acceptable choice if the techniques of shading
and texhiring that we had used in class were also employed. I cautioned hem not to

provide images in isolation. For example, the image of a sailboat, fish or fishhook
were too obscure without a link to tell us about the co~ectionto the prin?.
Our first selection was Bigfoot Stomp fiom the CD Treasure By the Long
River: A Musicuf Jomey to Amber Beach ( 1 997) by Winnipeg artist, Brent Parkin.

We listened to the song three times. First, they simply listened. This was followed by

a discussion of what we heard. Then, I played it a second time. Again, we shared
what more they had understood. 1 then passed out the lyrics and we iistened again.
While Iistening, this third time, 1asked them to consider the rhythm. I really hoped
that they would pick up on the sounds that Bigkt would make. I suggested that a

large footprint woulddt cornrnunicate a message nor indicate that they had
interpreted the songwn'ter's message. 1 suggested that they evaluate both the original
message and test their "meaning-making" by asking a partner to "read" it h c k to
them. By this I wanted them to judge the clarity of their message by hearing another
person's understanding of it. As witb my first attempt, the midents wanted to tell
about their intended meaning and aâded no funher details if theit message wasn't
judged to be clear. They seemed to believe that the reader was lacking skill M e r
than see any lack of clanîy in their message. This was the case when I asked for
fbrther explanation as well.
More people began to incorponte the proffered terms but still many resisted
developing their ideas m e r . Joan used the phrase 'story line' and referred to the
intended audience as king children. Susan rnentioned the story and Cathy toucheci
upon story, event and mood. Mary mentioned stoiy and chose to cartoon her
41

response. Danny drew a pencil sketch with no additional shading and p a p h s d the
story elements below it. George sketched, also with no additional shading, elements

fiom the song. Peter drew a more detailed picture but did not incorporate any of the
tems. Samuel's contribution rnentioned story, surprise, mood and hidden meaning.

He a h provided a coloured sketch. Karen focused upon the mood that she identified

as "fnghtened though she considered the song to be funny. Her sketch was coloufil
and detailed (Figure 9). Steven drew a detaiied living room scene witb an image of a

fmtprint on the television screen. He suggested that it made him think of when he
saw a program on Bigfoot. He suggested that "People try to imetate bigfoot but it is
never the reaf one."
The second song was The Ballad of Gordy Ross frorn the CD Longbottom
(1 997). Ted Longbottom is another Manitoba artist whose songs recreate the time of

the fur trade. We followed the same fonnat as the tint &yy listening, shanng and

then the lyricswere disîributed. In addition, we discussed the term ballad, resulting in

a focus on the element of story. The discussion drew upon their prior historical
knowledge of the fur trade fiom our social studies lessons. We focused upon the
reference to the Orkney Islands and the term Countq wife was expiained. We noted
the 10 cents a &y pay scale and 1 mentioned the Hudson Bay Company policy of
allowing credit to its employees that sewed to create more indebtedness. We referred

to a ment trip to the Museum of Man and Nature where we had seen an actual York
boat. This Song allowed for us to focus on the temis hidden meaning and
symbolism. "Some sleep in the waters deep" and "the rocks and rapids took them
both", were identified as figurative language.
Kami's response focused upon the story as did Susan's. Both girls illustratecf

their cornments with wlourfùl drawings. Mary mentioned mood and used the word
suprise, another Perkins' tenn to tefer to her response to the upbeat tempo for such a

serious message. Joan's poetic response was very sophisticated. She communicated

her take on the song very well. She also drew a voyageur in great detail and added
colour (Figure 10). Cathy's mponse was difficult to connect. She drew a country

fm.1 assume that country wife may have sparked this Iink for her. Danny was sick
and missed this and the next song. George underlined his favourite lines and drew a
forest scene. He added colow, Peter sketched the wharf and focuseci on the ten cent
daily wage and the work as king "living hell." He used syrnbols to communkate the
word hell. Steven concentratecl upon the ten cent wage too. He contrasted the present

day pnce of a chocolate bar at one dollar to the ptice fifi years ago that he sugg&ts

as five to ?encents. He linked it to the story in the song by equating a ten cent wage to
one dollar today. Samuel handed in an incomplete response for this one. He noted
that the stoiy was of a young man working for the fur aade and that the mood was
tired and ovenvorked,
The next song, Incident at Seven Oaks was also taken from the Longbottom

CD. I chose this Song for its link to Manitoba history but also with the ulterior motive

of hoping that they would investigate the actual occurrence and extend their leaming
in that manner. The students possessed some prior knowledge. We had dixussed the
Metis people and studied the aboriginal people of the plains in our Social Studies
program in January.

I provided the bare outline of the event with the information that Govemor

Semple had made the selling of pemmican in the Red River colony illegal, angenng
the Metis by threatening their livelihood. Semple's motivation was to develop the
colony, encouraging farming over the fur traâe. The situation was strained when a
group of Metis encountered the Govmor and a group of farmen at Seven Oaks. The

Govemor drew fitst, causing the fmen to shoot The Metis apparrd to faII, the
famers laughed thinking that they haû killed them al1 w h in reality the experienced

honemen had shifted sideways on their mounts. nie Govemor and his pany were
killed in what becarne h o w n as the massacre of Seven Oaks.
This was not a successfùl choice. The song was too graphic and the students

failed to move beyond the violence. Guns were the image of choice. Karen drew a
musket and referred to the story. Mary drew drops of blood and rewrote lines fiom
the song in the dioplets (Figure 1 1). George also drew a musket and referred to the
song as bloody, gross and said that it reminded him of war (Figure 12). Jorn included

a skull with her choice of images. Susan used a pencil sketch with the note that it was
supposed to be black and white. 1 assume that she chose that to reflect the mood:She
did not incorporate shading techniques. Cathy drew a bloody goventor and

acknowledged the stoiy elernent. Peter's pencil drawing was a revolver not even a
rifle. He was still resisting incorporating the terms but he did add the statement,
"Don't have wan because of stupid things." Steven drew a tank and expiained that
the song reminded him of how war starts, listing the steps as "1. Two rulen get in an
argument, 2. They start firing at each other and 3. ûther country's get into the tight."
When I handed back their joumals this time I again underscored the

importance of including references to the Perkins' questions that we were using in

our discussions. 1 suggested that they look at their evaluations and consider where
they had ken most successful. Once again, I used 'Y" to indicate unsuccessful
communication. 1 noted that everyone had incorporated colour except Danny who
was absent for two of the selections.

-

4.2 Week 3 Priat Advertising
Ow fim ad was entitled "Show Me the Milk" and featured the young actor (or

a look-a-like) fiom the movie, Jeny Mapire. He has a chocolate milk moustache and
beside his head are factual stati'sticsabout milk (Figure 13). This ad allowed for a
discussion of hidden meaning, symbolism and die surprise elements discussed by

David Perkins. I deliàerately chose ads fiom my daughter's Teen magazine, hoping to

choose ads geared at a young audience. For the students who were familiar with the
movie, it worked very well. Joan, however, had not seen the movie and as she put it,

she didn't get it. In this instance, the attempt to deliberately hamess the popular
culture was shown to have its limitations.

The discussion preceding our responses was animated. 1 read the milk
statistics aloud and asked if they recognized which movie it referred to. They knew
Jerry Maguire but didn't imrnediately connect to the slogan "Show me the money"

that had been the source of the take-off "Show me the milk." 1 asked them if they
could guess what the last four words were, afier reading the statistics first. No one
was able to, much to my surprise. Then I asked if they could associate any phme or

-

slogan with the movie finally someone suggested the "Show me the money" slogan
and right away made the connection to "Show me the milk." This seemed to please
them enormously. Next, I asked if they could gwss the name b m d of overalls that
the youngster was wearing. They listed a couple before guessing the Gap. This led to

a discussion of how products are advertised in hidden ways.
Their responses reflected the focus on hidden meaning. Mary added a
consideration of symbolism, story and event, linking the positive response to Jerry
Maguire as the "cool" symbol for milk. She used colow effectively to highlight the
link between the movie slogan and the ad's appeal (Figure 14). Cathy picked up on
these same elements. Danny dded colow to his response and mentioned the surprise
that he felt when he realized that Gap was also king edvertised Peter's sketch was
quite basic with incomplete erasures but he did include some details such as the
glasses and spiked hair and the milk was c o l o d brown. He also aâded the
comment, "Hey, ifs the kid fiom Jerry Meguire."

Karen chose a before and after sketch to focus on the f a t that in the pst,
chocolate milk mim't a choice offered to children. George created take-off slogans
for other products h

t dl began with "Show me the.. ." Susan f w w d upon the fact

that I explaineci that my daughter had this particular ad on her bulletin board. She
sketched a picture of thne girls checking out the ad and discussing its meaning.
Steven wmmented upon the effectiveness of the ad by acknowledging that it was
cute but stated that he didn't think it would influence him to buy rnilk. He used letters

that were shaded and aitematcd brown and white to reproduce the advertising logo
and includcd a dmwingof a hand holding a glass of chocolate milk. He also
commented uupo the Gapjeans element of the ad, concluding "1 don't think if you
see a little gap name on his close it is really isn't worth it to pay a11 of that money."
Samuel's slant on the ad was rather sophisticated. He referred to what he
calied "accidental advertising" and said that it couid make one ad into many. He
diagrammed the links between milk, the Gap, Jerry McGuire and acton. 1 spoke with
Samuel about the need to develop his information and to present it in an artistic text
format, suggesting that prose was a possibility. Despite the fact that diagramming is a
fom of representing, I wanted the audents to move beyond the organizing fiction

of repnsenting and toward artistry. Samuel was ready to move ahead. He was always
first to finish.
Coke was featured in the next xlection, also taken fiom the Teen magazine.

In it three girls are sprawled out in a very feminine beâroom, laughing, eating
popcorn and painting their nails (Figure 15). We Qcided that it was likely a pajama
party. The girls were casually Qessed wîth their hair tied up and they appeared to not

be wearihg make-up. The text was "Real. Cool. Bold Fun. It's what's on the inside
that teaily counts. Always Genuine. Always Coca-cola." The CocaCola was actually
presented using the symbol rather than typeâ words. Two botties of Coke were visible

but not the focus of the ad. Ooe was casually held in the girl's band the other was on

the bedside table. We had an animated discussion about this one too. The major
conclusion of the students was that this was blatant in its attempt to manipulate the
public.

Joan was definite when she suggested that the message was that you are cool
if you drink Coke and that you will resemble a super-mode1 if you do so. Danny
recognized the story. He also touched upon the syrnbolism though he did not refer to
it as such. As he put it, "They probable think that they are cool when they ârink Coke,
well, I like Coke too."
Susan and Mary indicated that they saw fun as king promised in the ad.
Karen, Mary and Susan recognized the hidden meaning as king the message that a11
that counts is what's on the inside. This was acknowledged as having a double
meaning in our class discussion. We suggested that fiiendship was one interpretation

as well as the actual contents of the bottle in a literal sense. Karen and Mary referred
to the element of story. George mentioned how it made him think of his party at the

lake where they stay up al1 night dnnking Coca-Cola. Cathy described the elements in
the ad that inâicated that it was a slumber Party then drew a picture of a girl drinking
Coke and lifting weights, with this slogan, "She's mong because she drinks
Coca-Cola! Al ways Coca-Cola."
Peter's drawing showed a television mouncer claiming, "Drink Coke and

have fun" with a person lying on the floor in fiont of a TV saying "Ya right." This
message appean to be right on track but as I indicated to Peter it leaves the reader to
guess at his purpose since hc provided no supporthg text or details. It is possible that

Peter was commenting upon his ability to see through the ads.
Steven focused upon the intmded audience in bis mponse. He concluded that
the concept ofcool was directad at teens because it's 'then thing to be cool and it

makes you cool."He drew and coloured a large bottle of Coke to accompany his
analysis. Samuel took my advice fiom the day before. His response was offered in a
poetic format. He mentioned the happy Nmdand identified the event as a slumber
Party. His poem:

If you want to be happy, dnnk Coke,
(So the ad says) ifs no joke.

Drink Coke to have fun,

Either at home or on the m.
The next ad was for Eaton's. It was actually an advertising supplement, -

included in the newspaper. The predominant wlour was Mue. The front page pictured
two girls whose faces were tinged with blue staring foward into the carnera as if they
were king bathed in the reflected light fiom the movie screen in front of them

(Figure 16). This theatre analogy was continued within the eight page inseri. The
coloured images inside featured laughing teens seated wually in a theatre spilling
popcorn. The title of the supplement was New and Blue and it was for a denim sale.

The lettering was yellow and we remarked on how effective it was in contrast to the
blue.

Susan Iinked her response to that of the &y before. She indicated that the
messages were very similar. Drink Coke and be cool, wear jeans and be cool. Both
ads promise fun and fn'ends. She supported her interpretation with a cartoon of two

telephone conversations between fnends about a trip to the mdl. The premise was
that if you hadjeans the trip would be fun and you'd be cool. However, when the
girl's mom said she couldn't havejeans, she knew that she wouldn't have fun.
Both han and Karen fauseci their response on the effectiveness of the colour

choica. J a n , who was adamant about not buying into the message of the promise of

cool fun the day before was very impressed by the Eaton's ad's appeal. She suggested

that the size of the ad and colours employed made it very effective. Cathy noted the
colours and refemd to the intended audience as being teenagers and adults. T m s are
featured but piirents pay the bill. Both Cathy and Karen (Figure 17)mentioned mood

as king happy. The message about jeans making you cool was noted by Danny,
Karen and Mary. For Mary, the Eaton's message was hidden in the focus upon the
movie theme.
George used an audio cassette to present his thoughts on the ad. M i l e he
claimed not to have liked it, and said that it was very "complicating" he said that he
eventually got it when we kept taiking about it. He said that he particularly liked the
reflected blue fiom the screen ont0 their faces. He noted prticularly, "1 was the one
who said they're in a movie theatre, they're in a movie tbeatre!"

Peter began an appropriate response but did not complete it. The statement "It
will make you stand out in a crowd was co~ectedbut the pencil images were not

finished nor was his response labeled or dated. In an attempt to push for a more
cornpiete contribution, 1 used the rubric's number 1 to indicate incomplete work and
spoke to him personally about how he might develop his ideas more fully.
Samuel created imaginary dialogues to underscore the main idea that jeans

equate with cool. He targeted parents and kids under the heading Hidden Meaning.
"Hey parents! Look at al1 these EPPL kids wearing bluejeans! Wouldn't you like to

some for your kid? and Hey kids! Don't al1 these other kids look great in blue jeans?
Don't you want a pair?'Steven noted that the ad didn't really move him. He
concluded that the purpose of the ad was to get you to buy jeans fiom Eaton's
because t hey are so blue. He drew various styles of jeans to support his comrnents.
1felt that we had made progress by the end of the third week. Slowly but

surely, the students were begi~ing
to incorporate the Perkins' thinking questions into
their rnponses and using the ternis in our genenil discussion. Only Peter and George

made no reference to the Perkins' terms. The other students were bepming to
expriment with the tenns either one at a time or up to as many as four tenns as in the
case of Mary.

-

4.3 Week 4 Television Commercials
The first commercial was for Classico Spghetti sauce. Our discussion

focused upon al! of the images that were used and the mental links associated with

each. The presentation of the commercials was similar to the approach that we used
for the songs. 1 played hem for the class. We discussed what we had noticed, heard
or understood the first time through. We then watched a second time witb the goal of
adding to and refiningour fint impressions. By the third viewing, we had a pretty

good grasp of the presentation. Tomatoes "plump as a baby's cheeks" was supported
with images of glistening red tomatoes and followed by a shot of an adorable,
redcheeked plump baby. Olive oil as "pure as my grand-daughter's hem" was
supported with the shot of a young girl looking like she was on her way to chutch.
Portebello mushroorns picked by the light of the moon had the carnera panning a
night scene with the ltaiian lady stooped over. A view of Tuscany and the light of
dam also supponed the claim of absoiute freshness and purity of ingredients. The

music and the woman's accent were Italian.
With such a wealth of images and symbolism, the students had no trouble
responding. Karen mentioned story and message before linking het response to a
T-shirt fiom Italy that she owns. Joan liked it because of the link to family and the
poetry. That is quite interesting since she clearly rejected other appeals linking

beauty and fùn to advertised products. Danny recognized the message of freshness as
king centnil but then lampooned the grandmotherly character picking mushrooms

with a creaking back. Cathy identified many links. mentioning khness, family and
the music. Mary's response was a bit like Danny's. She illustrateû hcr discussion of

the central elements with a plate of spaghetti with baby's cheeks and granddaughter's
hearts the featured ingredients. She mentioned the s p b o l s the story and the s-se
element ofthe sauce being fiom Italy. Samuel identified the hidden meaning es
promising a home-made flavow (Figure 18). He illustrated his response with the
rnoonlight xene for the mushrooms, the baby for the tomatoes and the girl for the
olive oil (that he identified as Canoia). George fwused on the sarne elements and
indicated that the story is about the fieshness.
Susan concluded that the message about fieshness was so effective that she
would recommend it to her mother. She included a disclaimer but admitteci that she
did "kind of believe it". Steven identified the hidden meaning as the suggestion that
al1 other brands lie when they say that they pick the ingredients fiesh but that
Classico was "al1 real."
Peter's drawing was more detailed but stiil had no explanation. He featured a
figure saying, "Dont forget my 57 year old fiesh sauce" and a person responding
w'th "Yum,tastes good with sauce, not." In the foreground he drew what appears to

be a heart, with the words, "thump, thump." He did label and &te his work.
The next commercial was for Odour-Eaters. The music tuas upbeat, the
images of purity and fieshness. A sweet-smelling baby is fcatured, laoking like he
had just corne fiesh from a bath. A &ncer dressed in white floats across the screen

and the Sun is streaming through an open window where a green garden is visible.
Toes are bare and kissable. The shoes that the odour-eaten are king piaced in are

shiny and new.
Samuel captured the premise and the promise of the commercial with bis

cartaon. As he explained, it starts out in Mack and white since the mood is glwn
when the chamter s d e n fiom smelly fm. Al1 this changes, however, when
odour-eaters d v e the probiem. To mark the change, he uses colout. Mary useâ a

cartoon to tell the tale too. She prefaced her cartoon with a discussion that
highlighted the jingle "Odeur-eaters' feet are sweeter" and mentioned rnood, event,
story and ihe surprise element of swing a dog featurec!. The suggestion here by the
advertisers, appears to be that odour-eaters can tackle any odours.
Susan's poem mentions the dog too with the stanza "niey'll feel as good as a
puppy that's clean, (not stinky like your feet have lately been!)"(Figure 19). Karen

fofused on the jingle and the symbolism that pointed to &dom and fun that is
promised. Steven offered a befote and afier illustration with "Peuw!" and "'ahhhhh!"
over each. George mentioned the girl in the story as king happy because her feet
srnell better but remarked that the commercial itself was too "'girly"."Cathy focused
her attention on the message of beautifid feet promised by the commercial and she
too, remarked upon the presence of the dog. Danny must have had some experience
with the product because he suggested that the odour-eaten would have an odour too

and that their smell would simply advertise the problem that you have with stinky

feet. He, again, chose to cartoon his response and added colour.
Joan alw remained unconvinced. She discounted the daim that they would
solve a problem with foot odour and presented a fake survey with the notation, this is
fake data. She critiqued it with the statement, "This is just a bunch of people dancing
around in bare feet."
Peter's respbnse was finally more detailed. He used colour and a large
illustration for this one. His drawing showed a smiling person with large feet resting
on his shoulden and the caption, "Use oder eaters and have good smelling" and a
label suggests that this is dunng the commercial. Undemeath, the same figure has a
green face, and the caption rads "1 don? get it isn7tder eates the same as athelets

clener. 1don't think W." His comment is a bit obscure but hints at the artificiality of
the taped testimonials.

The last commercial was for the laundry detergent, Whisk. This was great for
illustfating the surprise element, too, since it was not apparent until the very end of

the commercial which proâuct was king presented. Karengrasped the story as king
that a woman has so many things to do that she uses Whisk to do her laundry. She
features an attractive woman exclaiming over the cleanliness of her laundry. Joan's
poetic critique was very appropriate. She suggested:

If you ask me this iady was insane
She thought her life was a pain
For heaven sakes, just relax

Go for a waik, get a bikini wax
but don't complain about the laundry.

Joan was unimpressed by the special effects that amused her classmates and made a
point of stating that no fancy special effects will seIl laundry detergent.
Damy focused on the "Conquer flab" segment that showed someone running

after a truck with a huge ice-cream on the top of it. As he concluded, the hidden
meaning was that if she catches it she will defeat the pwpose and gain flab (Figure
20). Stevrn's rrsponse was very detailed. He identified eight of the images fiom the

commercial and concluded that humor was the technique employed to comrnunicate
the message. He incorporated the tenns, personality, story and hidden meaning in his
response.

Samuel focused on the hidden meaning, tw. For hm, ît was captured in the
slogan, "Do it once, do it right." His conclusion was that after a long &y, you just
want to do the laundry once. Cathy mponded to this aspect of the commercial too.

She felt that since theie are a lot of things you have ta do each day, the idea is that
you donTtwant to repeat your laundry. She also noted the effective use of colour in
the washing segment. Mary focusad on much of the syrnbolism and hidden meaning

that the commercial presented. Listing: train the dog, pet husband, control fnq
locate stuff, conquer flab (actually it was "combat cellulite"), do the laundry, do it
once and do it right, prevent osteoporosis and train the children (actually it was

-

"introduce the children to the farnily infiastructure") she then illustrated a selection
of them.
George identified the story as king about one mom and her life and identified
the hidden meaning as it will make yow life easier. In the discussion portion, he was
the one who noticed that the children were lodllng up towards a picture of a king
and queen and that the royal couple had the mother and father's faces. He was s6
excited to have ken the one to see it first. He is the one to have noticed that the blue
in the Eaton's ad was a reflection fiom a theatre screen too. Susan's focus is how the
commercial will encourage someone to purchase the product. The television image
lists out the 10 billion things you have to do each &y, the parents are watching
television and the children are in bed. The woman tums to her husband and suggests
that they buy some Whisk.
Peter was unconvinced. He suggested that "1 think this is a non effective
commercial because Wisk is probely the same." He used a pencil drawing of a figure
saying, "Buy Wisk to do your laundry once and right" and thinking, "not."
Week 4 saw the introduction of more variety in students' responses. Cartoons

and poems were added to the discussion of the Perkins' ternis and illustrations.

-

4.4 Week 5 Instrumental Music
1 tried to Vary the instrumental selections to encourage the widest range of

responses. The first choice was deliberately lively, taken fiom Joie de Vivre by Les
Bucherons. The fiddling music was suggestive of old time country dances, lively and
M d . 1 suggested that the students listen with their eyes closed and try to imagine an

event or story to fit the music. 1asked them to consider the mood of the music and

offered them the opportunity to consider a soundscape for a response. I demonstnited
what I was refemng to by offering some symbols that could be interpreted as
imitating the musical score. Jagged lines could represent a break or surprishg loud
sound; dots could suggest gentle sounds; and similarly altemating long and short lines
couid be base lines. 1 hoped that they would experirnent in this direction but the story
element predominated in their work as did the idea of mood. Marty of the dudents
also focwd on the abrupt ending to the piece.

For Mary,the story involved teenagers kayaking down a nishing river. Karen
saw people at a dance. as did Cathy. Cathy's story had a darker element though, she

saw the barn dance ending abruptly with someone getting shot. Susan's poem

described a party. Peter drew a xnes of seven images ending with a coffin. His
explanation "The song reminds me of life because in the song it was al1 alive and

joyful and then it just died." Steven drew the gates for Festival du Voyageur and
suggested that the music reminded him of that. Joan's response was very different
(Figure 21 ). She created an almost life-size figure with a papier mache head, dressed
in a plaid shirt,jeans and a tuque. On his chest she p i ~ e ad note suggesting that she
was thinking of a link to the voyageurs. She even brought in a wooden chair to

complete her tableau. The Irish jig was noted by both Cathy and Karen and jigging

figures illustrated by D a ~ yBoth
. George and Samuel were absent for this one.
The second selection was intended to provide a direct contrast for the first.
For this purpose, I chose Ludwig van Beethoven Pimo Concertos Nos.t&d
performed by Wilhelm Kempff and the Berlin P h i l h o n i c Orchestra. Steven
referred to his first and last opera nsit with his grandmother, Joan mentioned a

quartet playing at a bal1 or fancy supper and a haflet. Danny drew a ballernia and
mentioned the element of s-se

that it hadn't been Swan Lake. Susan referred to

royalty. Karen saw a boatride at sm*se. Mary envisioned a story of a chase between

a chipmunk and a bear but also remarked that it reminded her of a d i ~ e par@
r tape.
Samuel poetically refemd to it saying, "lt makes me think of a warm field
with music flowingthtough it." Cathy saw fairies dancing on the water with pretty
fîowea (Figwe 22). Peter drew a lovely bird, richly coloured and included a smiling

sun at the corner of the page. It was the first time duit he offered more than a simple
pencil sketch. I toid him how beautiful I fond his bird to be. George was still absent.

The third selection was a guitar instrumental taken fiom Songs. Hymm and
Carols: Delighw Guttar Instmmenta/sjÙr Christmas performed by The New

'

American Guitar Ensemble. 1 chose Winter Wondedandin the hope that not everyone
would imrnediately associate it with Christmas. Three students refened directly to the
Song by name but their impressions were different. For Samuel, the mood was

relaxhg and he saw someone sining by a window with it snowing outside.
Joan poetically refened to each note as a Song to itself. She rnentioned that
the words of the Song are comy but "when it's played on the guitar it saunds

different." Steven was reminded about the school sing-a-longs at Christmastirne when
the school sings Christmas carols. Cathy said that it sounded ''Chri~bnassy"and

suggested a sleigh ride with kids jumping off the back.

Mary sasd that it 'kminds me of Christmas even though its not Christmas
music. It was like a carnpfire and kids laughing." Danny identifid his surprise that it
wasn't Jingle Bells and said that the guitar sounded like a banjo. Susan and Karen

focused upon the element o f fun. Karen saw a family outing ta a fair and drew a
Fems wheel. Susan presented some fun things to do in each season, swi'nging, sliâing,

skating and bicycling.

Peter's mponse was "1 think this song is like TV shows...they keep playing
the sarne thing."His sketch of a pitar player on a swing was obscureci by an overlay

of colour but a tiny sign with Santa on it was visible in the off to one side. George

&ew an old-fashioned sled in front of a house with the words guitar melody on the
side of the sled and snow falling.

Week 5 saw the M e r expansion of possible message-making choices with
the introduction of Joan's Puppet. As well, it marked the turning point for Peter, who
had lagged behind his classrnates in the development of his nsponses. Despite the

fact that he stiil had not inciuded reference to the Perkins' tems, effort and detail
were evident in his week's work.

-

4.5 Week 6 Pbotograpbs

To illustrate the concept of photos as text, I wanted to choose photos that had

a story to tell. For this purpose, I chose photos from old issues of lijk magazine. OId
issues were ideal since I didn't want pnor knowiedge to enter into their interpretation
of the selections. If they already were familiar with the stories king presented, it

would be difficult to assess their ability to 'read' the photographs.

I shared the real story only afier the students had begun their response. 1
explained to them tbat are goal was to interpret the evidence in the photograph and

devise a plausible explanation or story for it. The first picture was of relief worken in
Mexico City who are in the process of lifting a newborn baby to safety (Figure 23).
The worken are sunounded by rubble. This prompted references to a present day
disaster, narnely Kosovo. For Samuel, "Because of al1 of the barbed wire fence
broken and lying on the ground and becaw of al1 of the holes, 1 think they are
rescuing a baby afier a war or an air strike." For Steven, "It reminds me of the tragety
ping on in Kosovo." George, too, said that it reminded him of the Kosovo invasions.

Karen docs not mention a specific location but does suggest that it is the result of a
bombing.

Danny thought that a house exploding could have accounted for the scene
(Figure 24). Mary mentioned an earthquake scenario. Susan was reminded of the film
"Twism'where the disaster was caused by a tornado. Cathy suggested that the baby

might have faIlen down a hole with ib mother. She seemed to have ignored the
rubble and other details suggesting a major calamity had occmed. Peter focwd on

die arnazing technology that had allowed for the baby 's rescw. He identified the
mood as happy and drew a stick figure listening for the sounds below the nibble
where the baby was.
The next photo was of a young man whose heaâ and face is silhouetted béhind
a large flame (Figure 25). Our discussion began with a question from Steven. He
wanted to know if it was an appropriate response to say that the person was setting
himself on tire in order to commit suicide. 1 responded with the explanation that if he
were doing so that the entire person would have been engulfed in flames. This

effectively directed the students to devise other reasons for the image. Everyone
except Danny and Jane decided that it had to be a magician's act that was king
advertised. For Danny, he thought that the penon had bought phony cigarettes that
presumabfy exploded into a aiid flame. Jane referred to the native story about the

man who stole fire, wrote a poem and attached a drawing that she had made sorne
weeks before for another purpose (Figure 26).

Mood was mentioned by a number of students. Samuel suggested that for a

magic show, the mood would be "very excited, amazed and perplexed." George said
that the mood would k "bime-"Karen and Susan suggested "mysterious" for the

mood. Mary said that it would be "cool and scary." Peter thought that the mood
would be "nervous." Cathy identifkd the mood as "serious"

The final photo was a lighthearted image of a man carrying a Great Dane up

an escalator with a smal! s i p indicating that dogs must be carie4 visible in the

foreground (Figure 27). The snidents ail agreed that the mood was humorous, Karen
went so far as to use the word hilarious. nie actual photo was taken on a pier in

southern California. The landlocked mdents in my class associated the escalator
with a mall. We discussed whether it was Iikely to have been a staged photo. It had

not seemed to have occuned to hem that it was very likely to have ken.
1was very pleased to note the nurnber of our Perkins' tems that were used

for this series of responses. Steven referred to five elements, George, four; Samuel,
Karen, Mary and Cathy, three; Susan, two and Peter and Danny, one. Cathy's
response included a colouifrd illustration as well as her explmation for the ~erkhs'

tems (Figure 28). It is possible that the increased facility with the Perkins' temis
arose fiom the practice of the first 6 weeks. However, it is also very possible that
photographs, paticularly those selected for publication, contain the elements that we
are seeking.

-

4.6 Week 7 Film

The three film clips that 1 chose aie from the Heritage Minute Series
produced by Heritage Canada. They are ideal for the purpose of discussing film as
text. They last only one minute and incorporate many different film techniques.
The tirst selection, entitled The Peace Tree, tells of an aboriginal legend
where the Peacemaker counseled the Iroquois nation to thiow dom their war clubs to
rid the world of evil. As the war clubs rain down into a pit, a huge tree grows up in
their place and an evil wammor
mask flies upward as if in moke. The displacing of an
evil symbol with one of peace and tranquility was not lost on the students. The
techniques of ghosting images, musical accompanirnent and voice-overs were
commented upon by the students.

For S m , Peter and D m y , their focus was the mask.Peter's response was
impressive. He produced a luge,colourfiil mask (Figue 29). He placed a small sign

post at the bottom of the page that read, "Caution, war demon in *a." J
m drew a

mask with a tree next to it. Danny's mask was totally red and he refend to the event
as king the peace between the H m n and the Iroquois.
Susan's focus was the ûee. She drew the war clubs undernath her tree in a
hole along with the evil spirit. She labeled her images and referred to the story, mood

and the hidden meaning. Karen also chose to focus on the tree with her illustration.

Her drawing was not as detailed but she offered an analysis of the symbolism that
referred to the images and techniques. Mary and Cathy both chose to write about their
"reading" of these texts. Their format was similar. They used lots of colow to

*

highlight the Perkins' tenns and then used a contmsting ~ l o utor expiain what they
had undentood. 1 was pleased to see that though they shared the format, their

explanations were different.
George drew a simple mask and made reference to the elements of story,

surprise and event. Samuel conmisted the symbols of war with those of peace, both in
words and images. Steven focused on the wind. For him, this suggested the Wizard of
Oz. His illustration was of Oz but he did mention the elements of story fiom the film

clip.
The next &y, D ~ M Y
arrived at schaol with a gorgeous book on aboriginal
legends. He saiâ, "1 thought you might like to see this because it's sort of like the
film." 1 was delighted since it marked the only concrete instance of extending the

ideas fiom the study that 1 observed.
The second video clip was about the first woman to be elected to the

Canadian Senate. 1chose this segment deliberately to conaast the multitude of
images fiom the first exarnple. Here, there is just one woman spealring. niere are no
0th distractions. It allowed us to focus on the less obvious techniques employed by

film makers to communicate meaning. M e r our initial viewing, we watched it a
second and third time seeking the details that helped to detemine the message.

h a n had an interesting contribution to make. She suggested that the way the
woman spoke was somehow an 'educated accent" and sort of "British." This was

very perceptive, since the cultured tones of the person speaking did in fact point to

both breeding and poise. I asked them to comment upon her clothing and jewelry. Her
subdued make-up, rather severe tailoring and pearls contributed to setting a "serious"
tone for the piece. We also noted the importance of the setting. The paneling in the
background was suggestive of a lawyer's office or a courthouse.

Mary and Cathy discussed their impressions with colourful text once again.
Mary supplemented her text with a detailed portrait of the first female senator. Karen,

too, drew a portrait of Emily Murphy and added a discussion of mood, symbolism
and hidden meaning. I was interested to note that for her, the hidden meaning was
that men and women are equal. This took the piece a step further since the 1929
creation of female senators rested upon the definition of women as persons under the
law. Peter's pend sketch shows a female figure holding a sign that rads, "We are
people" and shows two closed doon. He also has a crowd of women symbolized by
heads with long haii, shown on a road with the words "We are people!" in Front of
them.

Steven focused upon the problem faced by Emily Murphy in 1929 but did not
mention their successful resolution. George's response was vexy coloumil (Figure
30). He provided a detailed discussion sunounding his drawing that touched upon

elements of symbolism, story and mood. Samuel, too, focused upon the symbolism
and the story elements. h a n specifically focuseci upon hm,elements, the earringsand

her speech. The eatnngs, she suggested were "not to dassy to detract you yet quite

elite." Her speech was categorized as having clear '~ononciation."As well, she
noted that the make-up was pale.

MY reached slightly difierent conclusions. He said, "In the background
there are lots of books witch represent that she's like a lawer and she speaks slowly
and cleary witch means she is rich." He drew his figure on a four poster bed.
The 1st video clip told the story of the Saguenay River fre of the 1800's.
Once again, it integrated with the Social Studies curriculum. This clip had very
effective use of music and visual images. As well, there was a mixture of speech and
voicesvers to tell the story. Samuel refened to the music as exciting and suggested
that it "really gets yow attention." He also noted that the "overlapping scenes lets
them show you more in one minute."
Peter drew a tomado and suggested that his link was appropnate since "like a

tire tomadoes destroys every things in it 's path and is very dangerous."
Steven provided a detailed written response for this piece. He also offered a
perspective on hidden meaning that was very appropriate given the historical context.
He said, "In the olden deys they used tires for heating but sometimes it doesn't work
out that well and you start a fire."
Susan made a personal link to this story. She spoke of her grandparents

cottage in the Lake of the Woods and how they sometirnes have to help tight fires.
She also noted how she is sad when it is too dry because they can't have camp tires.
Joan's idea was to build a mode1 log house and then, with adult supmiision at home,
she burned i t She provided photos of the procedure and a paper with bumed edges to
complete her respunse (Figures 3 1&32). On the papet, she included direct quotes
from the video clip. This response was an example of the nsk-taking behaviour that I
was hoping to encourage. As well, the additional tinte required to complete the

mponse repesented cany-over to h a homelife.

Kami focused on the element of fire and its link to the story as well as its
reflection of deliberate film technique, "a flashing on and offthing." George was
absent for this one. Danny provided a colourful illustration with the fire as the central

b
t it
efement. He explained his choice as "Most of the colour goes to the fire so t
really sticks out." Both Mary and Cathy again provided a detailed and very coloumil
representation of their ideas of the Perkins' tenns. Mary touched on the personality of
the central figum, noting that the dad encomged the child who was scared and said
that she couldn't swim. Cathy categorized the music as "adventurous" and noted that
they let the animais out before they saved themselves &ygoing to the river.

Week 7 was particularly successful. The discussion portion of the class and
the subsequent responses were detailed and representative of the Perkins' tems.

-

4.7 Week 8 Matbernatical Repracntatioa

The final week oftéred three examples of mathematical representation in the
form of graphs and tables. These alternative texts were chosen to demonstrate how
tables and graphs present information in ways that organize and summarize. The

students were encouraged to select their own priorities for their nsponses. The fint
example offered statistics on life expectancy (Figure 33). Our class discussion
revolved around the surprise that most felt when they considered the relative1y low

l ife expectancies mentioned. They had many examples of family memben that did
not fit the statistical fomula provided. This led to a discussion of wbat the table was
real ly reflecting. The students suggested that the inclusion of people who do not have
the advantages of good health and nutrition may account for the difference betwem
their penonaf famify experiences and the statisticai nom.
The boys who take Math enrichment responded mathematicaily to this series.
Steven graphed the years 2000 to 2040 predicting t h t life e

w will climb to

1 10 by the year 2040. He also wd 85 yean as his startrhg point fot the year 2 0 0

suggesting that the 77 year prediction on the provided chart was too low. Samuel
chose two graphs to represent his response. The first was a bar graph of the same
information presented in line graph format. The second was an interesting summation
of the extension of life expectancy by decade. His second graph pointed to the years
of greatest change. Peter was absent for this one. George maintained that the data was
false since his grandmother had already outlived her life expectancy.
The girls, who are ail invohed in Language Arts eMchment, responded to the
story aspect. The girls drew and wrote about the passage fiom birth to death. The

eiement that they noted was "story." There was very litîle to distinguish one fiom the
other. Mary's was the most colowful (Figure 34). ûnly Jane, who has fiequently
sought a différent response. offered a variation on the theme. She, tm, focused on the

birth to death theme but she used Lego. Her models reflected the progress in
extending life expectancies. One of her models was hooked to a machine. She
explained that this was to indicate the advances in modem rnedicine due to
technology.
The next graph indicated the growth in world population from the year L 650

to the present (Figure 33). Once again, there was a maJe/female split in the nature of
the responses. Samuel, again, offeredtwo graphs for his mponse. One plottecf the
information in a bar giaph format and the second reflected growth. Danny also
produced two graphs, one reflecting the table and the second labeled ciifferences,
reflecting growth. Peter graphed the information fiom the table using a cornputer

generated colour graph for his response. Steven focused on the 4 billion jurnp fiom
1950 ?Othe pmlicted figurefor the year 2000. He sketched a picture of the globe

sectioned off into thirds, assigning a thiid to each part of the world. George was

absent.

Karen drew a picwe of the globe with no additional explanation. Susan
offered a colourfùl *ng

showing how the population had doubled fiom 1650 to

2000. Her math was incorrect since the population in actual fact is more than 10

times the figure for 1650. However, her representation reflected the diversity of races.
Cathy concluded that there are more and more people "every millenium or year."

Mary used flesh colouted happy faces witb "bonjour" on one side and "hi" on the
other. Jane's perspective was unique (Figure 35). She used a small green ballaon

covered with sequins to represent the world's total population. She indicated tbat
each sequin stood for 100,000,000 people and added the advice "Think about it!"
The last selection was a table listing the results of a s w e y of students
reflecting their number of siblings (Figure 33). Steven responded with a chart of his
own identifjing siblings in three families in out school. Samuel graphed the

information in two different ways (Figure 36) as did both Danny and Peter. George
commented that "This one is tnie because they actually found that out." He then
proceeded to "read the information that could be gleaned h m the table. Mary drew
two characters sharing the numkr of siblings that they have as did Cathy. This time
the girls were sitting close to one another. I suspect that they may have collaborated
on this one. Karen again sketched out the information prwided with no additional

interpretation offered. Susan's response was a personal one. She drew the nurnber of
siblings that she has.
Jane drew a globe crowded with stick people and the comment that the graph
"shows that fmilies varry. It 's a good thing though because if you had 2 1 siblings
each the world would look like this and this is a very artistic look."
This last week was a disappointment at first 1 had hoped that the students
would have read more into the statistical information presented. Mer consideration
and when the results of the last week are compared to the first, a diflerent

interpretation was suggested for the nsults. When one considers that the midents are
unaccustomed to "reading" their maîhematics, it is possible that the reeding of this
text tequires practice.
The mathematical representation section was our final text sarnple. The eight

weeks had passed very quickly. 1was leA with the task of analyzing the student work
and contributions. First, though, I inte~~ewed
two parents about their child's work.
4.8 The Parent Interviews

The parent inteMew was deliberately opencnded. A time limit of one hour
was imposed. The questions were presented to the parent at the beginning of the '

interview. They were asked to speak generafly about their child's participation in the
Idea Journal study. Next, they were asked to describe any extension, if any, that the
study may have had into their home life. Finally, they were asked for their
impressions of their child's comfort level with the viewing and representing focus of
the new Language Arts curn'culurn.
The interview took place in the school library at a time convenient to us both.

One interview was held after school and another during a lunch hou. The library is a
comfonable location that allowed for a relaxed atmosphen, conducive to a private
discussion. Refieshments were served to enhance the session. The interview was
audio-taped and transcribed.
The fint parent to be intem'ewed was Peter's mother. She had very 1ittle to
contribute to the overafl analysis of the project since Peter had done very little work
at home. She did suggest, however, that she did not consider het farnily to be
particularly artistic and said that Peter was a 'skacher," prefemhg to use p i 1 over
cofour dra~ngs.It was interesting though thpt she was aware of the undertaking of
the last two weeks. She said that the newjournal. much larger than the first

scrapbook had been brought home at night to be worked on. She was also aware of

the coloured mask fiom the Heritage Minute series. He had proudly showed it at

home and told her of my positive reaction. As well, he had spent considerable time on

his computer graph response.
I asked her to comment generally upon Peter's participation in the ldea

Journal project. She suggested that his personal growth in the srea of responsibility
could also account for his more developed responses toward the end of the proje*.
1asked about possible areas of carry-over of the project into their home life. 1

used the exampie of the advertising segments and inquired as to whether they had
sprked any discussion at home. Her response was disappointing. She suggested that
Peter's older sisters fiequently commented upon the artiticiality of ads and that Peter
contributed little on his own. As she put it, "Our family is quite conscious of that sort
of thing and any contribution that Peter might have made would not have been seen

as particularly linked to school."
Susan's mother was the second parent to be interviewed. This i n t d e w
provided a direct contrast to the tint. Susan brought her journal home to work on
throughout the entire project time period. She shared what she was doing with not

only her morn but also with her younger siblings.

When asked about any carry-over of the project into their home life, she
immediately mentioned the effect of the print ads and television commercials. Susan
apparently was very impressed by the thought of the "hidden meaning" and her
mother specifically mentioned the links that Susan had seen between the message
about Coke and fun and the Eaton's ad's promise of jeans and cool. According to her
mother this led to many discussions with her father on the topic of effective ads and
commercial message making.
It mis interesting that as we spdre it wcuned to me that Susan was the eldest

child in the family Mile Peter had been the youngest. It is possible that it was more

evident that Susan was expressing a new awareness due to her position in the family
whereas Peter's contributions may not have been as easily backed Even if Peter's
contributions to family discussions had become more insighffil, his contributions
would still have been those of the youngest child or sibling and may not have stood
out as clearly.

I then asked Susan's mom how comfottable she felt Susan was with the focus
on viewing and representing in general. This led to a most interesting comment.She
asked me to dari@something that 1 had mentioned in my initial letter. She asked me
if 1 had actually provided audio tapes for the students to use. When 1 responded

.

aftirmatively she expressed a concem that Susan had not availed herself of the
oppominity to try it. As she put it, she had encouraged her to experiment but Susan
had k e n quite content with her choices. Susan's confidence in her selection of an

appropriate type of expression was similar to Cathy's confident determination to
proceed with her Titanic link despite encouragement to rethink her response. It is
possible that this is a reflection of a stage in the cognitive development suitable for
eleven year old children.
This led to my acknowledging that 1 had been a little disappointed not to have

received any musical responses despite the fact that 1 know that many of the students
play musical insmunents and sing in the musical. Again, Susan's mother shed some
light on a plausible reason for this. She said that recently their family had taped a
family concert to send ta her mother who lives in the States for much of the year. As
she mentioned, it was so much fun and the children had such a good time that she
knows that they will do it again. 1shared with her my intention to seek opportunities
to incorporate more music into my nomal routine in coming years. Coincidentally, et
that moming's recess Susan's fiiends told me that they intcnded to make her listen to

three houn of music since she didn't know any. When I shared this with her mom she

laughed and said that Susan really didn't listen to any of the ppular music.
Taking all of this into consideration, we concluded that Susan had
participated very enthusiastically and tbat given time she would likely experiment
with musical messages too. 1 concluded our i n t e ~ e w
with a discussion of the coven
that Susan and her îriends had created for their j o m l s . Her mom said that she

rememben, too, king amazed at their size and the detailed decorations. 1 indicated
that 1 would be asking to bonow the joumals in order to share them with othen. Her
mom was quick to indicate that 1 could bonow it but that 1 mut agree to retum ii

because she wants to keep it. 1 was delighted with her enthusiasm and obvious pride
in her daughter's work.

Chapter S
Analysis

5.0 Thema to k Aaalyzed

The goal of this study was to explore the implications of the Idea Journal for
student leaming. The main themes that 1consider in this chapter are: i) the
incorporation of the Perkins questions relating to story, event, symbolism, hidden
meaning, mood and personality; historical wntext and technique; ii) examples of
risk-taking behavior, such as increased experimentation with different
message-making techniques and increased participation in both the discussion and the
wrinen component and iii) the question of multiple intelligences and student
predisposition for certain modes of expression. As well, 1 discuss the unanticipated
outcornes and disappointrnents.
5.1 Perkins' Questions
As Iindicated, the staning point for any analysis of the project's implications

for shident learning would be undertaken with reference to the Perkins' questions,
namely the elements of story, event, symbolism, hidden meaning, mood and
personality, historical context and technique. Students began to incorporate this
language of analysis. Not all of the students used the tenns consistently. However, al1
of the students were able to identifi the elements when participating in the class
discussions.
Perkins makes a distinction between what he refers to as "experiential
intelligence" used to nach quick, misonable conclusions and "reflective
intelligence" whose role is to operate as a control for the experiential intelligence.
Experiential intelligence is the pnor experiences that cause us to arrive at automatic
and spontaneous reactions and responses. Reflective intelligence is the management

of our thinking. As Perkins indicated, "by cultivating awareness of our own thinking,
asking ourselves good questions, guiding ourselves with stratcgies, we steer OUT

experiential intelligence in fniiâul directions" (p. 15).

I believe that the studenîs eflectively made the îransition fiom a reliance upon
the intuitive reasoning that Perkins called experiential thinking patterns to the

reflective intelligence patterns that he maintained were needed to interpret the subtle
and creative. nie most progress was noted towards the middle of the study.
Students began to automatically incorporate the specific tenninology in both
the discussions and in their responses. Their fint responses were ofien simple
connections and underdeveloped thoughts. Almost al1 of the students began with
single images of bats as their first response. George's growth demonstrates the
pattern. His sailboat response had no written explanation of any sort on the first &y.

By week 4 he mentions 2 Perkins' ternis and includes an illustration and an

explanation. For some of the students, their incorporation of the Perkins' thinking
questions occurred earlier on ( A detailed analysis of students' work appears in
Appendix 5). Samuel experimented *th the ternis on the fim day and continued to
include them in the weeks followîng.Cathy mentions mood on day 2 of the fint
week. By week 2, Mary and Karen are staning to use the tenns. Week 3 was the

turning point for üamy, Steven, Susan and Joan. Peter was the moa resistant. He
only used a single tenn, 'mood' and that was restncted to week 6.
By the end of the study, the quality of their message-making was much
improved. Tenns introduced through the Perkins' questions and hmework were
coupled with illustrations and commentary. This lends credence to the strategies that
Perkins propose4 narnely: "iakingtirne to think, being adventurous in yout looking
and king organized (p.34). With only fifieen minutes king set aside for the study,

three times a week, the students needed a certain amount of exposure to the format,
in order to develop the habits of looking.
Similarly, they had to experience bbadvenhirous
lodring" either Mcariously or
with their own messages. Joan's role was to mode1 the "adventurous- looking" for her

classmates. Her skits, rap song, puppet, three dimensional models and bumec! house
offered multiple examples of reptesenting. Through her, I believe that they began to
look for novei and different responses.

The aspect of organization was also important. The format of presenting three
examples of each type of text helped to create a shared experience. This was
particularly noticeable with the pint advertking samples of week 3. Students made
reference to the similarity of the messages with their promise of happiness and
popularity. Certain ternis were easier to identifi within some samples. For instance,
hidden meaning was easier to associate with advertking than with music. M d
predominated with the musical selections and with the art prints. Story was very
much in evidence throughout, perhaps because it was the most universal of the tems.
However, once the students had w d the tems successfùlly they tended to use them
again.
The anistic quality of some students' responses supporied the conclusion that

if an artistic response was successfùl, the links to event, story, symbolism, hidden
meaning, histotical context and technique, wauld be self-evident. Students who
succeeded through the adoption of a particular d s t i c technique, such as poeby,
painting or Song were very aware of this ultimate goal. This became most obvious
when I reviewed the responses to Joan's work in particular. Her large puppet
response to the voyageur instrumental piece (Figure 2 1) was Mewed as "double fives"
by one of her classmates. This reference to out assessrnent rubric (Appendix 2)
assurneci that she would receive full marks for her reaûing of the text and full marks

for her response. There was dso the recognition that the time and energy required for
such a detailed response would in itself be of ment.

They were correct. 1know that 1 encomged this belief The entire study was
predicated upon the belief that the arts contribute a mculat perspective that is
indeed a "language" in its own right. From the very first day, 1 had stressed the
importance of decoding or reading the message cornmunicated by the artists whose
work we were using as our 'texts.' I support the idea that art has a stand alone quality
in this context. 1 was also hoping that students would go that step M e r , be inspired
to create something unusual and novel.
Similarly, the detailed mask response (Figure 29) produced by Peter with the
accornpanying sign reading, "Demon in pain," was both an insightful reading and an

appropriate response. He, too, received full marks for that message. 1 believe that his
response was panicularly impressive considering his resistance to incorporating
Perkins' tems and employing artistic techniques to aid his message-making.

Like Peter, the students that initially resisted using the Perkins' tems and
developing the artistic quality of their responses did ultimately enhance their
production and include additional feams. George and Steven continued to use

pencil but did expriment with the Perkins' tems. They tended to refer to at least two
of the tems and sometimes more, by the second half of the project. They discussed
story, surprise, event and hidden meaning. Peter only nfemd to the element of
'mood" but often did make indiirct references to other tenns as well. For instance,
whm discussing the photo of the Great Dane, he describes what is happening in the

photo and refen to it as 'fùnny.' He did not identify the tems "story" or "rnocxi'' but
effective1y describes them.
Some of the students developed the analysis of the message portion of their

response a the expense of their personal response. Samuel, Mary and Cathy

discussed the Perkins' terms in great detail and added a small illustration to
complement it. This was quite obvious when one considers the proportion of the page
occupied by the written analysis compared to the illustration (Figure 28). The
possibility exists that this type of response is also indicative of a type of
predisposition for interpersonal communication. This will be discussed in more detail
in the section dealing with Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences.
It is quite dificult to track progress in ternis of the frequency of use of
P e r h s terms because some of the "text" fonns lent themselves more readily to this
type of analysis. The video clips, for example, were intended to tell a S~OY,
communicate a mood, and often used a hidden meaning to deepen the message. The
songs too, lent themselves to analysis in ways that the instrumental music did not.

The photographs did not possess this depth of meaning nor did the mathematical
tables and graphs. For some students, this restrkted focus resulted in significantly
reduced responses. For many of the students, one statement was al1 that was included
for the mathematical response.
I suspect that the mathematical strengths of three of the boys, Samuel, Steven
and George translated into their preference for a concise format. Their most

developed responses were in the final mathematical section whereas the group
composed of al1 the girls, whose strengths are Language Arts, shone in the areas most

clearly telling a story.
It becarne apparent early on, that some of the students were predisposed to
respond in a certain way to such a project A liking for or facility in art tnuislated to
an artiaic response. The students have been exposed to many different techniques in
the elementary art program. They did not hesitate to incorporate watercolour as early

as the first lesson. They used sketching, cartoonin&models and collage, as well.
Even students, whose responses were not clearly linked to the text under

consideration, frequently used a detailed sketch for their initial response. The detailed
fish and the boat and fishhook may have repnsented an area of security for the
individual students. However, this appeared to only apply to the visual arts.
The students' musical strengths were not ref'iected in their responses.
Possible reasons for this apparent anomaly m'Il be discussed M e r in the
"Suggestions for Furthet Research" section.
The playing field seerned to kcome more quai when the Perkins's questions

wete factored in. Everyone's response could be assessed through the filter, presented
by the questions. The variety of responses that were possible also helped to enco-Ürage

students to experirnent with new techniques. The Perkins' format functioned to
support students whose initial "looking" was automatic and one dimensional, to

develop a more sophisticated approach.
5.2 Risk Taking Bebaviour

Student idea jowals were also analyzed for indications of risk-taking
behaviour. By bis, 1 mean evidence of experimentation with novel, unusual or unique
styles of message-making, changes in the amount or type of participation in the class
discussion pnor to begi~ingthe personal response, as well as an increased ability to
verbalize the thinking that underscores the response.
As was noted within the context of the individual lessons, George did
participate effectively in the class discussions. He was the one who noticed the faces
of the parents in the Whisk commercial and the reflected light from the theatre screen
in the Eaton's ad. For the most part, his journal enaies were pend sketches and they
were fiequently underdevelopcd. For instance, though he indicated that he intendeâ to
wde in the drawing of the sailboat for the first lesson, he did not do so.
He did, however, provide an audio tape, for his Eaton's mponse. This choice
meant that he tmk the extra time to tape his thoughts on the ad rathet than to f i t e or

illustrate his response. As a consequence, this was one of his most complete and
detailed entries. Hete, he did note that his contributions to the class discussion,
mentioning that he was the one who had realized that they were in a movie theatre
and that the blue light fiom the xxeen was reflected on the girls in the ad.
Danny was initially reluetant to participate in the study. His mother attached a

note to his signed permission slip, indicating that she had encouraged his
pamcipation. I spoke with her and assured that his @cipation would be

anonymous. As well, I restated that he could withdraw at anytime without penalty. 1
consider his continued participation tct be a forrn of risk-taking. The cramped Athg
of the Perkins' terms on his responses seems to indicate a continued Jack of
assurance. However, in fact, his response was detailed and well thought out (Figure
20). Danny gradually grew in confidence and his responses gained sophistication

accordingly.
By far and away, Joan was the resident risk-taker. Her responses were
deliberately creative and different. The word "creative" needs defining in the context
of this study since it is a term that may be assigned many interpretations. Seeking the

new and novel approach with self confident experimentation is the definition that
best describes her behaviour. She went far beyond the possibilities that I had
suggested. Her ballwn model for world population, and Lego model representing life
expectancy, her burned log cabin, pomy, water colours, Puppet, rap song and skit
inspired her classmates. Jorn is undoubtedly a creative individual and she chose to
produce responses that extencied her leaming and sewed as models for her
classmates. She made mention, during the fint weck, of her intention to expriment
with many of the options that had beaiencouraged, saying "1 haven't done a poern
response yet."

5.3 Student Stnngths and Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences
The students certainly employed their stmigths. 1 have already mentioned that
the boys who have a mathematical strength expended the most energy on the
mathematical repmentation. The girls who have a strength in Language Arts
responded the most fully when the story was most evident. Susan loves poetry. Her
most powerfùl responses were poaic.
Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences is helpful in considering
this area of student sîrengths. Gardner ( 1993) identifies eight types of intelligence:
linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal,
intrapersonal and most recently, naturalistic. Using these intelligences as a filter, it is
quite evident that the linguistic strengths characterite the female portion of this class.
These are the students who receive enrichment for that subject area The
mathematical strengths of the boys receiving enrichment in this area and the students
who excel in chess also become apparent.
George is a student whose interpersonal skills are highly developed. He is a
school patrol, plays competitive hockey and participated particularly well in the
classroom discussions. He has great rhythm as was evident in his dance routine
during the musical.
Joan is a very independent audent with very sophisticated intrapenonal
skills. She is a self-reliant, self-confident shident. She remarked after working on a
poetic response, "My poem was awesome!" She also possesses a high degm of
interpersonal skills. She is a natural leader, swims competitively, has assumed
responsibility as a classroom rep for the environment cornmittee and is a school
patrol.

Karen's skills in the area of interpersonal skills are evidenced in het role as a
peer rnediator, elected by her classrnates to help settie disputes that &se on the
playground. She also takes drama and dance classes.
Susan and Cathy are both school pabols. This is an activity that indicates
interpersonal ties. Susan was very taken by my daughter's liking for the Jeny
Maguire ad. 1bad mentioned that it was fiom her bedroam bulletin board. Susan
incorporated this in her response. She, too, rnentioned links to her family holidays in

Lake of the Woods and her grandparents working to fight fires in the sarne area.
These links seem to reinforce her interpersonal strengths.
Susan takes music fessons. Most of the students were involved as cast

rnemben in the school musical. This means that they had solos or perfonned in a duet
or trio. Samuel, Danny, Cathy and Peter were choir membea for the musical.
When considering their participation in class discussions and their

receptiveness to trying out the new focus provided by the Perkins questions it is quite
possible that highly developed interpersonal skills lead to more involvement in the
discussion portion of the lessons. This may account for the quicker adoption of the
new strategies on the part of the students who were mon involved in the initial
discussions.
Perhaps the most indicative, though, of growth and developnent, were the
cases o f the children whose responses changed over the course of the project. Here,
two children really stand out. They are Danny and Peter. h y ' s first entries were

hmied pend sketches which evolved over tirne to becorne detailed tesponses.
Interestingly enough, he began to add colour at the same time that he began to
incorporate the Perkins' ternis in his analysis. Over the last four weeks of the poject
he used al1 of the terms except personality. His dtawings k«umvery detailed and

colourful, for example, his response to the Whisk commercial (Figure 20). For

Danny,colour seemed to be a reflection of the completeness of his response.
I have alteady mentioned, how pleased I was when Danny brought a book on

aboriginal legends into class to cmplement our lesson. He is a d e n t who is not
pariicularly strong in either the areas of interpenonal or intrapemnal skills. He has
developed a more responsible attitude toward his work. He was not a school patrol
but he did parîicipate very well in the choir for the musical. I believe that he
benefited fiom this teaching endeavour. His confidence and pride in his work was
apparent. I think that Gardner would suggest that the project provided ways for him to
succeed that were tapping intelligences other than the linguistic or
logical-mathematical intelligences that tend to characterize our teaching. Gardner
stresses the importance of "taking seriously each child's proclivities, intensts, and
goals and, to the maximum extent possible, helping the child to realize those
potentials" (p.74). In order for students to experience success they must believe that
they are capable of achieving a positive outcorne. For the weaker snident, this is the

ultimate in risk-taking.
Ultimately, 1 believe that this particular study points to the importance of

offering a systematic approach for a new initiative. The format and structure of the
study, provided by the set of questions, allowed students to progress at their own rate.

The students who took longer than their peen to explore the variety of
message-inaking oppomullties at least were exposed to the experimentation that was
happening around them. By allowing students the oppomnity to respond using their
strengths, 1believe that the likelihood for seeing risk-taking was increased as well. It

is d e r to imagine that students will expriment within snas whm they feel

confident.

For students whose task orientation is poor, the srnictured approach allows for
the development and refinement of skills. Peter was much more resistant to

responding in anything other tban a superficial manner. His mother had suggested
that the farnily was not particularly artistic and that her son was a "sketcher." We
were monitoring his work to encourage the developrnent of more consistent work

habits. It is possible that we were seeing work that was incomplete rather than work
indicating a shallow response.
The first week even the date and titles were absent. Week 2 the tittes and date
were added but no Perkins' temis. Week 5 saw the closest to a Perkins' tenn with his
assessrnent of the mood of the music. The word "mood"does not appear but he does
describe the music as alive and joflul. Also in Week 5, Peter's colourful bird
response emerged (Figure 37). Again, in Week 6, he mentions the photo of the Great
Dane as fùnny but does not refer to it as m d .Only at the end of Week 6 when
responding to the fire photo, does he finally write the word, "mood and he identifies
it as newous.

The final two weeks, Peter still effectively ignored the Perkins' ternis but
produced responses that clearly showed his comprehension of both the terrns and the
"text." His "dernon in pain" response to the Peacemaker video was outstanding
(Figure 29). His women's rights response was also nght on tnick. The final graphing
activities were very well done. His mother suggestcd that the final two wteks were
also the time where he took his book home to work on his responses. He chose to

make a large journal when he finished his original scrapbook. His first entry was the
"demon in pain." Like Danny, 1 believe that in the final weeks the project somehow

co~ectedwith his knowledge and ebilities, and energued his work. His positive
attitude, new large format journal, and most detailed nsponscs occur at the end of the

Two other responses stand out for similar reasons. Samuel's response to the

Port of Montreal (Figure 38) and Karen's response to the Whisk commercial (Figure
39) were both clearly connected and meticulously detailed. For both students, they

seem to represent as attainrnent of a level of cornpetence and a comfort level with
the goals of this project that was reflected in subsequent work.
5.4 Unaaticipated Outcomes

There were wianticipated outcornes. The covers of their joumals and in fact,
the journals themselves were strong indicators of student self-motivation. 1 provided a
selection of art paper for them to use to make their own books. 1 suggested that they
might like to decorate their covers but did not provide class time for the purpose.
Once the fint couple of girls chose to decorate and personalize their covers with cut
out images and letten, many of their classrnates followed suit. Four of the girls went
a step further and bought fluorescent manila tag paper to use as a base for their
coven. The covers were like art projects. They reflected the personalities and
interests of their owners.
I tind it fascinating to note that George, whose work was characterized by
good intentions and incomplete responses, mver did complete his cover. He has the

"i" and ' D and the beginning of the "E"but that is ail. Almost everyone chose very
large journals, twice the size of the scrap books that we had used fint tem. As
mentioned earlier, the new, larger format seemed to energize Peter's responses. I will
definitely offer large paper choices in the Mure since it seemed to represent a
personalization of their work that far exceeded my expectations. They were large and
difficult to fit in their desks but almost everyone chose to create a large journal. The
positive attitude demonstrated by the students certainly impcted upon the success of
the study. The students' participation was active, enthusidc and most important, it
was also contagious.

The second example of an unanticipatecl outcome is the sophistication that
emerged in the written responses of the 1st weeks. The vida clip on the first female
senator was analyzed in depth. Samuel used the terms, "author@, culture" and the
adjective, "spectacular."Mary used the term "sophisticated" and spelled it comctly.
Cathy described her speech as "pronounced pedectly." The students developed a
facility in uncovering the hidden meaning and recognizing the layen of meaning that
exist. It may be that the students were developing their descriptive vocabulary as a
consequence of the extended analysis.
A third example was the amount of carry-over into other subjects and

projects. "This is like an ldea Journal project" was a frequent refrain. It was heard at
Science Fair when they had to prepare effective displays and again when we
submitted entries to a Heritage Canada sponsored poster challenge. Similarly, they
drew upon their newly acquired skilis of representation in an outings logbook. This
was a project where the students were required to provide a record of out activities on

special class outings. The children were offered the same suggestions and choices
that we had used for our ldea Journal work. I was very pleased that Joan chose an
audio tape format for tbis project and Mary, Susan, and Cathy produced photo

journals. Samuel used the cornputer very effoctively for his outings Jogbook. The
other students used a combination of sketches and text to describe the &y.
5.5 Disappointments
1 was disappointed that very few people carried the project past the confines

of the classroom. 1had hoped that research would have k e n the respoiise to the
historical references that the songs and video clips provided. I had hoped to
encourage a wider range of nsponses in more of the students. Joan was the exception
not the nom. No one produced a sounâscape for the instrumental musical selections

despite the fact bat 1pattemed one for them. No one played music despite the fact

that many of the students play instruments. Only Joan created the rap m g . Danny did
make reference to the Humn and the Iroquois rivalry though he was incorrect about
the dates. Susan referred to her grandparents and theit experience with the thnat of

fire there.
It is possible that the time allowed was too short a pend to encourage a more

developed response. I suspect that a longer class period would have encouraged more
experimentation. For the purposes of ùiis study, the time fime was appropriate. The
students who carriedtbeir responxs M e r tended to be students who demonstrate
good work habits and cornmitment to task. Even Peter began to bring his journal

home in the last weeks once his work habits had begun to improve.
The lack of musical responses may have been a consequence of lack of access
to musical instruments in the classroom. The students who have instruments at home
would have had to have waited to prepare their response at home. As well, the

students who take forrnal lessons may have had a similar experience to that
mentioned by Susan's mother in the interview. They may have had liale experience
with fkee expression and informal playing of music.

The Idea Journal study did serve to support student learning. Students
developed a facility with the language of analysis provided by the Perkins' questions.
The structured approach resulted in the gradua1 gtowth of skills as was evidenced in

both the discussion and joumaling portions of the classes. Students did risk-take.
Students developed their descriptive language and increasing sophistication was
noted in their analysis. For the most part, students responses reflected their personal
strengths. Work habits were found to comlate with degree of success for the
students. Positive attitudes nsulted in enhancd production. Selfanfidence appean
to be a possible by-prduct of participation.

Cbipter 6

Conclusions and dpliertions for Future Rcw;ircb and Practiee
6.0 Conclusions

Without a doubt, this project has been a valid exercise. AI1 of the stuclents
have developed more facility in the reading of divene texts. Their joumals al1 reflect

an awareness of the importance of message-making and the existence of layen of
meaning. They have acquired a vocabulary with which to discuss their understanding
of the "text" under consideration. This has enhanced our discussions as well as the
wrinen responses of the students. The thinking strategies have M e d over into other
lessons where symbolism and hidden meaning have k e n identitied. Some of the
students have improved their work habits and the sophistication o f their mponses as
a consequence.
The approach has k e n effective. ïhe Perkins questions have perforrned a
crucial function by providing a much needed format. The students have learned to use

a variety of comprehension strategies to monitor their own thinking. The
intemalization of the thinking strategies has resulted in thoughtfd responses. Work
habits and attitude have influenced student responses. The students with very good
work habits and high levels of selfesteem progresseci before their peers whose
attention to details was less developed and who lacked confidence. Most important,
however, is the fact that al1 students did engage in effeîtive message-making.
Students recognized commonalties and made connections between the different text
forrnS.

To be reaûy for the 2 1st century, the information age, students need to Men,

speak, nad, write, Mew and npresent to wmprehend and respond personally,
critically and aesthetically to oral, pint and other media tem. 1 believe that the ldea
Journal pmject suggests a way to acwmplish exactly that.

6.1 Recommeadatioas for Future Researcb

Four questions indicate areas for further research. FirstJy, is the question of
student predisposition for certain modes of expression and the apparent anomaly
presented by the Jack of musical responses. Secondly, there is the apparent gender
split regarding the language arts focus and mathematical choice of expression. The
third ana suitable for m e r research is that of the question of the effect of the
multiple intelligences and the abilities that students demonstrate in their areas of
strength. Lastly, the influence of pop culture was a sub-theme that presented itself on

a number of occasions. It would be interesting to investigate pop culture as a
deliberate focus to evaluate its impact.
It was apparent that students chose to respond with art or poetry if that was an

area where they felt comfortable. It was noticeable that they did not choose music
despite the fact that everyone had formal music classes with a music specialist and
that many of them had music lessons outside of school. It would be interesting to
explore whether offering opportunities for fiee exploration within the forma1 music
program would encourage musical responses. 1am not a music teacher and suspect
that the music teacher is likely to have a wealth of classramn initiatives that would
lend themselves to the development of fne exploration on the part of the students.
Perhaps a team effon, that of the classroom teacher and the music specialist would
provide answers to this question. Availability of musical instruments may also impact
on the decision of the students to use music for their mponses. Once again, a team
effort could work to discover if there would be a diflerence if the student had access
to instruments at school.
Secondly, there is the apparent gmder split rcgarding the language arts focus
and mathematical choice of expression. In this study, the girls tended to use a story
approach to their reading of the message and their message-making. 1assurneci that

this was due to their pticiption in the Language Arts enrichment program. The
boys, on the other hand, appeared to favour a more concise mathematical expression.
Again, this appeared to be linked to their participation in the ennochmentprogram for
Mathematics. It would be very interesting to discover whether this tendency wodd be
repeated in other classes of Grade 5 students. The possibility exists that the split is
more closely related to gender than to an identified strength.
nie third area suitable for M e r research is that of the question of the effect

of the multiple intelligences and the abilities that students demonstrate in their areas
of strength. Gardner (1 993) identifies eight types of intelligence: linguistic,
logical-mathematical, spacial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal,
intrapersonal and most recently, naturitlistic.
The areas that served to indicate the need for m e r research were those
related to both the interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. The choices made by
students in their responses and the level of partkipation in the classroom discussion
appeared to be related to these "intelligences." When Samuel, Mary and Cathy chose
to focus upon the Perkins' ternis and developed the analysis portion of their response
I at first saw this as unfortunate since it appeared that their personal response was

lacking. It is interesting to consider, however, that perhaps they were demonstrating
their strengths in the area of interpemnal intelligence, and demonstrating good skills
of relating to other people. It may be that midents who follow tacher's directions the
most closely are demonstrating interpersonal strengths.

In the same marner, Joan's very creative responses could be linked to
personal qualities indicative of a high level of intrapersonal intelligence, narnely
self-confidence, independence, the ability to work well on hcr own and stick to a
task. As well, her choice of 3 9 models reflects the bodily-kinesthetic intelligence as

does her choice of dnmatic mponse-making.

The boys' generally concise responses and mathematical süengths can be
Mewed as exarnples of logical-mathematical intelligence. The vocabulary growth and
the element of "story" that was so very common to the girls' responses indicates
linguistic intelligence.

Attitude changes that 1obsewed in the course of the stwly appear to be clearly
Iidced to the self confidence engendered by encouraging students to explore multiple
message-making opportunities. 1amibute this development to the oppominities for
students to demonstrate their abilities in ways that reflect a more cornprehensive
demonstration of their talents.
Lastly, the influence of pop culture was a sub-theme that presented itself on a
number of occasions. Future research could deliberately manipulate references to
elements fiom pop culture. The effect of the films, Titanic and Pocahontas were
apparent in the discussions of the art prints in the first week. It amounted to a type of
prior knowledge that almost al1 of the stwients possessed. This served to both

obsmict and enhance our discussions. Despite the fact that developing altemate
responses was a challenge once the Titanic had been mentioned, the influence of pop
culture was also a positive influence on other occasions. The reference to Barbie and
the promise of beauty that was linked to our discussion of the Coke and Eaton's'
advertising was a very positive extension and led to a discussion of sexual
stereotyping.
6.2 Implications for Clwsroom Prrctice

For any teachen who want to explore the possibilities for mulent learning,
offered by focusing upon the viewing and representing foms of language arts,
following the fonnat of this midy should prove kmficial. 1found that deliberately
s t n i ~ ~ oppommities
ng
to view and respond, opened my eyes to 0 t h possibilities
that have Ied me to consider diffemit directions for fiuthm exploration. Firstly, in the

funre, 1 I l l use the journal as a means to integrate subject mattea. 1 found that the
stronger the Iink to actual subjeets that we study, the deeper the response. The area of
viewing and representing can easily be addressed outside of the subject of Language
Arts. My choices, for the most part, were materials that I had used in the past and

judged to be effective. They were drawn fiom a nurnber of subject areas, including

art, social studies, health and mathematics. 1wodd strongly advise teschers wanting
to replicate this study in their own classrooms to use materials that they know to be
effective and that they find to be persona11y appealing.
As well, 1 will let the natural rhythm of the school year dictate the '?extAto
consider rather than progressing by themes. 1 did note that ihe first selection for each
week generally resulted in the most detailed response. This way, the graphic
representation would be treated when it occurs naturally in the Mathematics class.
Sirnilarly, the photo selections offeted by the Second Step Health Program would bc
ideally suited for the photo text treatment. Musical integration can be accomplished
in both Language Arts and Social Studies. Similady, Ari Prints can be integiated for
anistic ment or to enhance another subject area. Sexual stereotyping and consumer
awarenrss have their places in both the Heaith and Language Arts program.
For the purpose of the study, fifieen minutes was the amount of time
allocated. Integration should allow for longer class sessions. It may be that longer
classes will result in more depth to the mponses.
As well, more access to musical instruments in the classrwm may result in

mon musical experimentation. As Susan's mother mentioned, having fun with music
at the family level added another dimension to music-making for tbmi.Offering a
relatively unstructured format may result in more exploration.
Another possibility would be to team with another teacher 16 explore the

possible links to music, dance and compter. The adoption of different forms of
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This letter was presented at our annual "Meet the teacher" evening in early
September. This evening is intended to introduce the routines of the classroom and to
provide an overview of curriculum and programs.
--

September 15,1998
Dear parents,
Afier paiicipating in a summer institute dealing with viewing and
representing and the Language Arts cm*cuIum,I am excited to begin to implement
the changes that have been so recently mandated. 1 would like to share with you an

overview of the activities that 1 have plamed as well as an oveMew of the theory that
underscores it.

Our new curriculum identifies six language arts, namely, listening, speaking,
reading, writing and most recently, viewing and representing. It is the integration of
these six that allows students to accomplish the goals of the language arts program.
Recognizing that traditional programs have focused upon the reading and writing, our
new cumculum is designed to draw attention to the other sign systems that students
will be required to work with, respond to and create in the future.
The tenn "text" has been redefined to recognize the divene types of text that
exist. Messages can be in oral, visual, musical, technological, as well as pint format.

Media text can incorporate al1 or some of the above. Literacy is now recognized as
the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and communkate messages in a variety of
forms.
To recognize the importance of this portion of the curriculum I am propsing
that the students produce an idea journal this year. We will use our journal to tnick

our experiences with the varied types of text. The concept of an idea journal is a
joumal that contains personal respnses. The snidents ~ i lbe
l encouraged to respond
to a particular type of 'Yext" on a weekly buis. In much the same way that we read

silently for 10 minutes each day, we wiII read these messages too.
For example. in week 1 we will respond to art pn'nts. Each &y, a different
print will be placed on exhibition. Each student will then be asked to use their idea
joumal to respond. Their response could be a discussion of how it makes them feel, a
cûawing or painting of the feelings evoked, a poem or perhaps a musical response.

ïhe journal could be supplemented by an audio cassette, a cornputer diskette or a
musical score. Friday would &ethe designated shan'ng session. In small groups.
students will share their responses. This sharing could take many forms. ïhey may
decide to perfotm their response or to share their impression of the week's favourite.
The idea here is to underscore the importance of "seeing"in many ways.
Similarly, the goal is to encourage different types of responses. Do not be concemed
if your child tends to use only one type of response initially. It is to be expected.

However, once they begin to realize the possibilities that exist, I feel confident that
they will begin to experiment with different text forms.
ûther weeks will include media texts such as advertising. song lyrics, poetry,
television commercials, photos and film f i g e . Each of these types oftext contain
limitless possibilitics for exploration. At the sarne time, I will model cenain types of
responses such as creating soundscapes, exploring photography and using sketching
as a way to respond. 1am certain that this project will expand out view of the role of

message-making.
The students wiIl use the scrapbook that was on their supply lists for their idea
journal. You rnay be asked to provide a blank cassette if they decide to explore the
audio response possibilities. Cornputer technology may be employai but the

limitations of our time in the iab will necessitate their using a computer at home

rather than one at school. Art paper will be available as will the appropriate supplies.
We will be proud to share our jounials at the Student Led Conferences in the

fall. 1expect diat they ~ i lreflect
l
the growth and development the this program is

designed to foster. I hope this note helps to dari@both the purpose and the format of
this project.

Sincerely,
Madelaine Lemay

Appendu 2

The sale used here is:

Excellent - 5 points - The respnse is detailed, clearly connected and communicates
a message.

-

Very Good - 4 points The response is clearly C

O M ~ Cand
~ communicates
~
a

message.

-

G d - 3 points The response communicates a message.

-

-

Unclear 2 points The response is dificult to "read".

-

lacornpiete 1 point
-

- -

-

-

-

-

Clarity of your response have you provided suficient information for the reader to

understand your "text"?

D ~ 1Y- D ~ 2Y-Day 3

Total

Day 4

-

Text format have you used artistic technique in your artistic response? or imagery
or rbytbm for your poetic response? or appropriate melodies or musical

wundscapes?

D ~ 1Y-Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Total

Appendu 3

Febniary, 1999

Dear Parents,
1am writing at this time to describe a project that I would Iike to undertake
with a nurnber of volunteer Grade 5 students and their parents, with the goal of
fulfilling the requirements for the thesis component of the Master of Education. It
involves the Idecr Joumul Project that 1 have undertaken with the class for the
19984999 school year. By formalizing my record keeping and with a systematic
analysis, I am intetested in investigating the implications for student learning
provided by the Idea Journal.
1 am attaching the original letter that 1provided for your information in

September. This wil l serve to review the goals and format for the Idea Journal
Project. What I am proposing to do is focus on students from the Grade 5 portion of
the class for the purpose of my study. For every 4 student volunteen, Iwant to
interview 1 parent at the end of the project.
The reason that my focus is only Grade 5 is that 1need to consider a group

whose maturity level and age are similar. As well, the mdents in Grade 6 are faced
with the provincial testing that may affect their participation.

The time frame for the project is eight weeks. 1am hoping to begin the forma1
study by Match 1,1999 and aim to conclude the study April30,1999. The Idea

Journal project will continue for the entire c l w , in the same fashion as was described
at the begnuiing of the year.

Entries in the ldea Joumals of the stuây

will k photographed and

some of the photos or colour photocopies will k included in the thesis. Student

commeots in the class discussions or on their evolvingjounials may be included,

though no reference will be made to the students by name. Evaluation of the
participant students will be identical to that of their classrnates. There will be no
penalty for choosing not to participate in the project. As well, students may withdraw

fiom the research studies at anytime without penalty.

If more than 2 parents are willing to be intem'ewed, a d o m selection will

be made. Anyone offenng to participate will receive a phone cal1 infonning whether
or not they had been selected to participate. The final parent interview is intended to
provide another dimension for the assessrnent of the effect of this new class initiative
on student learning. It will last no more than I hour. The inteMew will be taped. The

tape will be destroyed once it has been transcribed.

Thank you for your support and cooperation. Please sign the permission slip
below if you are interested in becoming involved in this project. If you would like

furthet infornation, please feel fiee to cal1 me at the school ,# 488 -1 137 or my

-

advisor, Dr. Joan Walten at #474 9021. A summary of the results of the study, once
it is completed, will be available upon requea.

Sincerely,

Madelaine Lemay

Iaformed Consent

Student's narne

(piease print)

You are king invited to participate in a research study related to the ldea
Journal Project scheduled for an eight week period fiom Marcb 1,1999 to ApnJ30,
1999. Your cornmitment is to share your Idea Journal, as a work in progms and

agree that photographs be taken of the joumal, for the purpose of inclusion in a
master's thesis prepared by Madelaine Lemay. You are assured of anonymity. That
means that 1 will not refer to you by name. The photogiaphs of the pages of your
joumal and your comments about it will be reported without refemng to you by

name,
This consent fonn is intended to indicate a wiliingness to participate,
with your parent's permission, in the project. There is no penalty for choosing not to
participate in the project. Withdrawal fkom the project without penalty is possible at
any time. Please ask your pannt(s) to read and sign this fom. Only one parental

signature is required.

Signature of researcher

Student signature

Parent signature

Parent Interview Form
As was indicated, I would like to follow up on the Idea Journal Project with a

parent interview at the conclusion of the study. If you are interested in participating in
this iateMew, please complete the attached permission slip. You are under no
obligation to participate in the interview, even if your child is a project participant.
Withdrawal is possible at any time.If more than the required number of parents
offers to participate, 1 will use random selection to detenniw who wiil be selected.

If you would like to receive a copy of a sumrnary of the results at the
completion of the project, pleax include the aââress to which you would like it
directed. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Madelaine Lemay

Parent Interview Permission Slip

Parent's name

(please @nt)

1 would like to @cipate in an interview at the conclusion of the ldea Joumal

Project
1 would prefer not to participate in an inteMew at the conclusion of the ldea

Joumal Project.
I would like to receive a summary of the results of the ldea Journal Project.

The address to direct the summary is:

Appendix 4

Materials Used in O d e r of Presemtatioa
1. Art Prinb fiom: Brière, Monique. L 'Inagede L Xrt, Cinqieme Annee, Primaire

(1985). Laval, Quebec: le centre de documentation Yvan Boulerice Inc.

The first was 5.6, Andre Derain, Bateaux de pecheun, Collioure, collection The

metropditan Museum of Art, N.Y. The second was 5.7 Adrien Hebert, Le port de

Montreal, collection Musee d'art de Joliette. The 1st print was 5.5 Emily C m ,
Pirogue indienne de guerre, collection Le Musee des beaux-arts de Montreal.

2. Songs: Bigfit Stomp ftom the CD Tireusure By the Long River; A Musicaf
Joumey to Amber Beach (1997) by Winnipeg artist, Brent Parkin.

The second Song was The Baliad of Gordy Ross fiom the CD Longbottom (1 997) by
Manitoba artist, Ted Longbottom. The next song, Incident at Seven Oaks was also
taken from the Longbottom( 1997)CD.
3. Print AdvertYimg: National Fluid Mitk Processor Promotion Board Ad, appeared
in the magazine, Jump. January 1998 issue. The Coca-Cola Company Ad appeared in

the magazine, Teen, July 1996 issue. The Eaton Ad was a supplement in the
Winnipeg Free Press for the week of March 8- 14, 1999.
4. Television Advertising: the commercials were videotaped fiam Channel 4 on the

evening of March 7,1999. The first was for Classico spaghetti sauce, the second was
for ûdow-eatenand the third was for the laundry detergent, Whisk.
S. Instrumental Music: The tint selection was the Axe Dance, from, Joie de Vivre

by Les Bucherons The second selection was a portion of piano concerto no. 4 from
Ludwig van Beethoven Piano Concertos Nos. 2&4, performed by Wilhelm Kempff

and the Berlin P h i l b o n i c &chesha The lest selection was Winter Wonderland,

fiom Songs, H~ynnsund Curols: Delighrful Guitar Imtr?mrentaIsfirChristmas
perfiormed by The New American Guitar Ensemble.

6. Photos: Back issues of Life Maga=ine were the source for the photographs. The

first was taken ftom the January, 1986 issue. The second was fiom April, 1985 and

the last choice was fiom an October 1987 issue.
7. Film: The film Jections were taken fiom The CRB Fouâation Heritage project,

a series of 60 second video clips that celebrate Canadian history. The first video was
the Peace Tree, the second was Emily Murphy, First Woman Senator and the third
was the Saguenay River Fire.

8. Mathematical Representation: the selections were from Ques! 2000. Exploring
Mathematics (1996) Don Mills, Ontario:Addison-Wesley hblishers Limited, pages

165-167,
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Figure 3

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

BI#oot Stomp

I w u wdking thmugh the swunp one chy
Whcn 1urne upon r r c ~ ysight
The hakrtood up on ihr bck ofmy neck
M y h e m p n d s wiih ail iu might
bown in ihc mud
Swing back 81 me
W u the biggat fwtprint
I evcr did sce
Befom 1 nn I d i
Those prinu mrt lmh
Thm w u no doubt a b u t thcir sue
Chms
You k n c r mn nJ fat
Just h ' t stop
Run thmugh the woods
And nm ihrough the swrmp
When you frcl the @und mmbh
F m the bilfoot stomp

-

Biafoot is tricky
He Qai'twmt to be found
But hc l u v e s rhose big f a t prinû
Dccp in ihc ground
[ b n ' t ihink hc hun uiyonc
But whcn [ saw those big prinu
He had me an the Nn
Gmund ir shakin'
Bychcs arc bnakin'
Bigfwr is close at hand
And fmm what l'vc h e d
And h m w b t 1 can r d 1
He must be hail b t u t
And haif man

Bigfoat is fut
He mns tike the wind
Don't know wherc he's going
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Figure 32

Yeôr

World Population
Populaticn

165û

550 O00 000
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Draw a graph or plot for
the sibling information.

This table shows the
world population up
to the year 2000.

Year Barn

Life ExpectaW

1920

1960
1970

69.7

1930

54.1
59.7

1940

62.9

1980

73.7

1950

68.2

1990

75.4
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The table shows years of life expected ai bjflh for
people born in the years shown.
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